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Abstract 

Precision electroweak data presently favors a weakly-coupled Higgs sector as the mechanism 
responsible for electroweak symmetry breaking. Low-energy supersymmetry provides a natural 
framework for weakly-coupled elementary scalars. In this review, we summarize the theoretical 
properties of the Standard Model (SM) Higgs boson and the Higgs sector of the minimal super- 
symmetric extension of the Standard Model (MSSM). We then survey the phenomenology of the 
SM and MSSM Higgs bosons at the Tevatron, LHC and a future e e + _ linear collider. We focus on 
the Higgs discovery potential of present and future colliders and stress the importance of precision 
measurements of Higgs boson properties. 

1 Introduction-Origin of Electroweak Symmetry Breaking 

Deciphering the mechanism that breaks the electroweak symmetry and generates the masses of the 

known fundamental particles is one of the central challenges of particle physics. The Higgs mechanism [I] 
ill its most general form can be used to explain the observed masses of the IV* and Z bosons as a 

consequence of three Goldstone bosons (G* and Go) that end up as the longitudinal components of 

the gauge bosons. These Goldstone bosons are generated by the underlying dynamics responsible for 
electroweak symmetry breaking. However, the fundamental nature of this dynamics is still unknown. 
Two broad classes of electroweak symmetry breaking mechanisms have been pursued theoretically. In 
one’ class of theories, electroweak symmetry breaking dynamics is weakly-coupled, while in thr second 
class of theories the dynamics is strongly-coupled. 

The electroweak symmetry breaking dynamics that is employed by the Standard Model posits a 
self-interacting complex doublet of scalar fields, which consists of four real degrees of freedom [2]. 
Renormalizable interactions are arranged in such a way that the neutral component of the scalar doublet 
squires a vacuum expectation value, ‘v = 246 Gel:, which sets the scale of elertrowpak symmetry 
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breaking. Consequently. three massloss Goldstone bosons are generated, whik I IIV fuurth sc.niu (IIJ;I m 
of freedom that remains in the physical spectrum is t,he CP-cwn netttral Higgs hoson (its:! j 01 I 11~s 
Standard Model. It is further assumed in t,hr St~andard Model that t,hc xalar douhl~t ~1~1 b I’! llli)it’h 
10 fcrmions t.hrough ‘I-ukana interactions. .4ftrr elect roweak syrnrnetrv hreakirig, t hcsc~ intl,r;li 1 it)i~> :x18’ 
I wponsibl~ for the generation of’ quark and charged lcpton masses. This app~oa~:h is an esaml~lr~ t )i t:.t’iii\ 
elcctroncak svmmct~rv breaking. Assuming that, rrr)l,b,, _ < 200 Ge\.. all fields remain weakly itrtcst;lr.t I,,? 
at, energies up to t,hc Planck scale. In tlw wcakl~-r,orlpl(~d approac~h I (I e1cc.t r~wwak S~IIIIIIC~IT' IILC~FI~CIII~. 
the Standard XIodel is very likely embedded in a supcrsgrnmet,ric, thcwry , I:31 111 order to \i;llrlll~r~ I ill% 
large gap bctwecn the rlectroweak and tin Planrk scales in a natural wry [ l..Tj. ‘I‘trcw t iiwt~i~+ 111~lj1.t 
R spectrum of Higgs scalars [(;I> with the properties of the lightest Higgs s(.alar ~~f’tcsn rcwrul~iit~~ i II;!! $1’ 
tin Standard Uodpl (YM) Higgs boson. 

.4ltrmatiwlv. strong hrcaking of electroweak synmrtry is wc~n~~plislwd 1)~ uwv st ~1;: mtt,rac’tt11tr? 
ucw the Te\. sc,alr [T]. Slow rrcrntlv. su-called “littl(L Riggs models“ have trrcri proposfd ill \I tiiclr 
the scale of the new st,rong interactions is pushc~l 111) above IO TV\. [P]. and 11ic lighi.wr H& M al;11 
tcsemhlcs the weakly-coupled Snl Higgs l~oson. In H III(JI.I~ sp(~~tlat iv,, clirc~tion. a nc-‘~ al)pt~~a(‘l~ ! C, 
c~lrctroweak symmetry breaking 1~s hem rsplorrtl in v-hic~lr wt c s s~wr~v tliturxsiclns l,fl\ on(l t ll(> IL-II,I~ 
:I + 1 dimensional hpawtirnf~ are introdurcd [9] \!-itli (~liara~~terisl ic, si/(‘:, elf I)[-tlc~i (‘[‘e\.) ill .ii~Il 
swnitrii)h. t,hr n~cc~har~isrr~s fox, c~lectrwwak hymmet r,- I)waking aw iulrewnt IV ext rw-tlil,lf~f,,,,~,,;li. ;811il 
the resulting plicnonic~nolog~- Irut! Ix> significantl~~ different frctnl ilIt, 11511ill il~l[l~O~L(‘ll~‘~ 11tf~111 ic~nc~l ;LIIO~ 41 
-111 thcsc altcrnativcl xppr~~xl~cs lica outside thr scope of I his teviw. 

Although there is as yet no direct evidence for thr nature of e1c~l.t rowcak ,~vnlmetry l,rcLaking clvt~art~ 
its, present data can he used t,o discriminate among the different approaches. For ewmlple. lJrc&i~,rr 
rlectroweak data, accumulated in the past decade at LEP. SLC’. thr Teratron and elsewhere, stron,Kl I 
support the Standard nlodel with a weakly-wuplccl Higgs beson [10]. Morc~~ver, t.hr’ conrrillttti~rri / ,I’ 
nrw physics; which can enter through Ii-’ and Z l)oson vacutun polarization c,orrectiUns. is w\I~I.I~~\ 
ronstrained. This fact has alread? served t,o rule out srvera,l models of st,rongl~-c,oupl(,d c~lrrt r~ln~~~,lh 
svmmrtry breaking dynamics. The Higgs hoson contributes to thr I$-’ and % hoson vxuum polari/;l-- 
t,ion t,hrough loop effects. and S(J a global Standard Model fit to the electroweak data yields informntiotr 
about the Higgs mass. The result,s of the LEP Elec~t,roweak Working Group imalvsis shtrwti in fig. I ii! ) 
vield [lo]: nzhSM = Slii{ GeV, and provides a 93% CL upper limit of IIL/+,, i 193 Ge\‘.. Tliesc~ I, 
suits reflect the logarithmic sensitivity to the Higgs mass via the virtual Higgs loop contributiorr\ 11, 
tlw various elcct~romrak ol~~rval~lcs. The 95% CL II~~PI limit IX wnxistent vvitlr tlrcl cliwct s~~;~rc~ltc+ (ti 
LEP [I l] t,hat show no wnclusivr~ cvidenc,c, for thrs Higgs hoson. xitl inipl~~ that I,!~~_.,; 2 11-l 1 CL,\ 21 
W5% CL. Fig. l(h) c~shibits thcl most prc~l~blr riuig(’ of valuc~s for tli(> Snl Higgs mass 112] 1’111~ TLLH>\ 
~arlgc is consistent wit,h a weakly-c’ouplcd Higgs scalar that is esl~~~txtl tc~ emc~rge from t,he Stan~l;tt,l 
Uodel scalar dynamics (alt,hough t,he Standard Model does not predict the mass of’ the Iiiggs tnlsotr. 
rather it relates it to the strength of the scalar self-coupling). 

Therr are some loopholes that can be c>sploited 1.0 circumwnt this cwnc~lusion. It is p~~s~bir I iJ 
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Figure 1: (a) The “blueband plot” shows Ax2 ??k2 - x!,,,, as a function of the Standard Model Higgs mass [lo]. The 
solid line is a result of a global fit using all data; the band represents the theoretical error due to missing higher order 
corrections. The rectangular shaded region shows the 95% CL exclusion limit on t,he Higgs mass from direct, searches 
at LEP [ll]. (b) Probability distribution function for the Higgs boson mass, including all available direct and indirect 
data [12]. The probability is shown for 1 GeV bins. The shaded and unshaded regions each correspond to an integrated 
probability of 50% 

construct models of new physics where the goodness of the global Standard Model fit to precision 
electroweak data is not compromised while the strong upper limit. on the Higgs mass is relaxed. In 
particular, one can construct effective operators [13,14] or specific models [15] of new physics where 
the Higgs mass is significantly larger, but the new physics contributions to the W’ and 2 vacuum 
polarizations, parameterized by the Peskin-Takeuchi [16] parameters S and T: are still consistent wit,h 
the experimental data. In addition, some have argued that the global Standard Model fit exhibits 
possible internal inconsistencies [17], which would suggest that systematic uncertainties have been 
urlderestimated and/or new physics beyond the Standard Model is required. Thus, although weakly- 
c,oupled electroweak symmetry breaking seems to be favored by the strong upper limit on t,he Higgs 
mass. one cannot definitively rule out all other approaches. 

N’evertheless, one additional piece of data is very suggestive. Within the supersymmetric extension 
of the Standard Model, grand unification of the electromagnetic, the weak and the strong gauge interac- 
tions can be achieved in a consistent way, strongly supported by the prediction of the electrow-cak mixing 
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Figure 2: (a) The upper [20] and the lower [21] Higgs mass bounds as a function of the energy scale A at which the 
Standard Model breaks down, assuming A& = 175 GeV and a,(mz) = 0.118, taken from ref. [22]. The shaded areas above 
~eflert the theoretical uncertainties in the calculations of the Higgs mass bounds. (b) Following ref. [14], a reconsideration 
of the A us. Higgs mass plot with a focus on A < 100 TeV. Precision electroweak measurements restrict the parameter 
space to lie below the dashed line, based on a 95% CL fit t,hat allows for nonzero values of S and T and the existence of 
higher dimensional operators suppressed by v”/A’. The unshaded area has less than one part in t,en fine-t,uning. 

IIWWS and dimensionless couplings of the low-energy theory are calculable in terms of parameters of 
a more fundamental theory that describes physics at the energy scale A. All low-energy couplings and 
ftsrmion masses are logarithmically sensitive to :I. In contrast, scalar squared-masses are qua.dratically 
sensitive to h. Thus, in this framework, the observed Higgs mass (at one-loop) has the following form: 

mEsM 
kg”A” = (mfh + __ . l&r” 

where (mh)O is a parameter of the fundamental theory, g is an electroweak coupling and k is a con- 
st,ant. presumably of O(l), that is calculable within the low-energy effective theory. Because these 
two contributions arise from independent sources. it is very unlikely that the magnitude of m&, is 
significantly smaller than either of the two terms. That is, the “natural” value for the physical scalar 
squared-mass is at least of order g2h2/167r”. In order for this value to be consistent with the- requirement 
that thr Higgs mass is of order the electroweak symmetry breaking scale (as required from unitarity 
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c,onstraints [24,25]), the value of 12 must satisfy 

If :\ is significantly larger than 1 Te\: (often called the hierarchy problem in thr litcrat,ure): thc,n tltc, 
only way to generate a Higgs mass of 0(mz) is to have an “unnatural” cancellation between the lwi j 
terms of eq. (1). This seems highly unlikely given t,hat t,he two terms of eq. (1) have completely different 
urigins. The requirement of :1 _ O( 1 Tei’) as a condition for t,hc absence of fine-tuning of the Higgs 
mass parameter is nicely illustrated in fig. Z(b). takpn from ref. [l-l]. 

A viable theoretical framework that incorporates ~~il;t:aklv-c,ouplcd Higgs bosons and satisfies t iw 
c,onstraint of eq. (2) is that of “low-energy” OI “wrak-scale” supersymmetry [3] In t hih framew r~ k. 
supersymmetry is used to relate fcrmion antI bosc~n masses and interactions. Sinccx ftirrniun 1rliisq;15 
are only logarithmically sensitive to :\. buson IIIRSSP~ lvill &Gbit thcl Samoa logarithmic sensitivit! ii 
supersymmetry is exact. Since no supersymmetric partners of the Standard Model part,iclcs havc~ IXWI 
found, it follows that supersymmetry is not, an exact symmetry of thtl fundamental partic,lc interac~tiorls. 
Hcnct,. in t,he framework of lowcncrgy supers!-rnlilrtr!.. ;\, should be identified with the cnrrgy scalt, 01 
hupcrsymmetry-breaking. The naturalness const,raint, of ‘(I. (2) ih still relevant. which implic’s that thaw 
sc& of supersymmetry breaking should not be much larger than a ftllv ‘I+\, in order t,hat the> nat,uralnf~+ 
of scalar masses be prescrvcd. Moreover. low-energy supersymmetry with a sllp(‘rs\-rrlrnetry-br(,~~kinl: 
sc,ale of 0(1 Tel’) is precisely what, is ncedrd to c~splain the obscrvctl gauge c,oupling unification il\ 
previous1.y noted. We conclude that, a suitable replacement for thr St,andard Model is a supc‘rsyrnnl~trl( 
extension of the Standard Model as t,he effective field theory of the Te\- scale. One good feature of t tw 
supersymmetric approach is t,hat the effective lowenergv supersymmetric theory run hc valid all that 
way up to the Planck scale. while still being natural! 

The physics of the Higgs bosons will br> explorcad l)y expc~rirnents now underway :rt the, upgra(l~~l 
prot,on-antiproton Tevat.ron collider at Fermilab and in the> near future at the Large Hadron Collitl~~t 
(LHC) at CERY. Once evidence for elrct,roweak s!,unnctry breaking dynamic,s is obtained. a snorts NM- 
plctc understanding of the mechanism involved will rt,cluirc expcrirnentativn at a future, < t I lincJ;ll 
collider (LC) now under development,. In this rcvirn we focus primarily on the theory and phenornc~nol- 
ug~ of t,he Standard Model Higgs l~son and the Higgs bosons of low-cncrgy sllpf,rsy’nmctr\-. In S(~c~tiorr 1’ 
we review the theoretical properties of the Standard Model Higgs boson. and exhibit its m;Gn t)r;rnc.hiIlg 
ratio and production rates at hadron colliders and at, the LC. The main Higgs boson search tc~chniquc~s 
at the Tevatron, LHC and the LC are described. In Section 3. we examine the Higgs bosons of the rniri- 
imal supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM). \Ve summarize the tree-lel.el proprrtitxs of the lISShl 
Higgs sector and describe t,he most significant effects of the radiat,ive corrections to the comput,atiun 111 
the Higgs masses and couplings. ‘IT.‘e then exhibit the main branching ratios and production rates of the’ 
MSSM Higgs bosons and surveg the phenomenolog~ of the MSSM Higgs sector at the Tevatron. LH( ’ 
and LC. A brief summarv concludes this rcvicw in Sect,ion -i. 
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2 The Standard Model Higgs Boson 

In the Standard Model, the Higgs mass is given by: m$, = $X’u’, where X is the Higgs self-coupling 
parameter. Since X is unknown at present, the value of the Standard Model Higgs mass is not predicted. 
However, other theoretical considerations, discussed in Section 1, place constraints on the Higgs mass 
as exhibited in fig. 2. In contrast, the Higgs couplings to fermions [bosons] are predicted by the theory 
to be proportional to the corresponding particle masses [squared-masses]. In particular, the SM Higgs 
hoson is a CP-even scalar, and its couplings to gauge bosons, Higgs bosons and fermions arr given by:” 

2rn,t. 
QhhVV = 111_. (3) 

where h z hSM, i7 = MT or Z and 1: = 2mn./g = 246 GeV. In Higgs production and decay processes, t,he 
tluminant mechanisms involve the coupling of the Higgs boson to the W *, 2 and/or the third generation 
quarks and leptons. Note that a hsMgg coupling (g=gluon) is induced by virtue of a one-loop graph in 
which the Higgs boson couples to a virtual tt pair. Likewise, a hshf~~ coupling is generated, although in 
t,his case the one-loop graph in which the Higgs boson couples to a virtual W+W- pair is the dominant 
contribution. Further details of the SM Higgs boson properties are given in ref. [2]. A review of the 
SM Higgs properties and its phenomenology, with an emphasis on the impact of loop corrections to the 
Higgs decay rates and cross-sections can be found in ref. [26]. 

2.1 Standard Model Higgs Boson Decay Modes 

The branching ratios for the main decay modes of a SM Higgs boson are shown as a function of Higgs 
hoson mass in fig. 3 and 4(a), based on the results obtained using the HDECAY program [27]. For Higgs 
boson masses below 135 GeV, the decay hSM A bb dominates, whereas above 135 GeV, t,he dominant 
dec,ay mode is hs~ + WW(*) (below W+tlY- threshold, one of the T/I’ bosons is virtual as indicated by 
the star). Above tt threshold, the branching ratio into top-quark pairs increases rapidly as a function of 
Higgs mass, reaching a maximum of about 20% at mhSM N 450 GeV. The total Higgs width is obtained 
by summing all the Higgs partial widths and is displayed as a function of Higgs mass in fig. 4(b). 

The leading effects of the QCD corrections to the Higgs decay to quark pairs [2814 can be taken 
int)o account by using the tree-level formula for the Higgs partial width (which depends on the quark 

“The corresponding Feynman rules are obtained by multiplying the Higgs boson-VI couplings by ig”” and the other 
Higgs couplings of eqs. (3) and (4) by a factor of -i. The appropriate combinatorial factors have been included. 

“The formulae for the leading order QCD-corrections to l?(hsh~ + 44) are nicely summarized in ref. [29]. The leading 
elrctroweak radiative corrections have been obtained in ref. [30]. A useful summary of results, which includes new two-loop 
contributions to t,he radiatively corrected h S&I --f bb partial width, can be found in ref. [31]. 
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Figure 3: Branching ratios of thr dominant decay rnodes of the Standard Model Higgs boson as a fuucl.lou uf Higg:, m:w 
fix rnhSL< 5 200 GeV, taken from ref. [32]. These results have been obtained with the program HDECAY [27]. and include 
QCD corrections beyond the leading order [39]. ThP shaded bands represent the variations due to rhc~ wr~ettaintirs in tiw 
input parameters: cy,(Mi) = 0.120f0.003, ?iI,(M,,) = 4.22fO.O.5 Ge\:. m<(.U<) = 1.22~0.06 C&V. and ;If, = 17.li,: <:I,\~ 

mass), and identifying the quark mass with the rzlnnir~g quark mass evaluated at t,h(a Higgs mash. 
- 

?X~TQ( rnhsh,). The running quark mass, ?iiQ (7~~~) is obtained from the MS mass. mQ(l%fQ) [whcrt~ :\1, - 
is t,ht corresponding quark pole mass], by renormalization group evolution. The MS quark masses XV 
obtained from fits to experimental data [33]. Not,e t~hat t,he large decrease in the charm quark mass 
due to QCD running is responsible for suppressing BR(c?) relative to BR(r+r~-), in spitca of t,he co101, 
enhancement of the former, thereby reversing the naively expected hierarchy. Below t,hc corresponding 
two-body thresholds, the W’W(*~, ZZ(*) and t(*)? d ecay modes (where the a&risk indicates an off-shc~ll 
particle) are still relevant as shown in fig. 4. 

The /rsLlgg. hsl,l~~ and ilsb,Zy vertices are gcneratcd at out-loop. ‘IIP part,ial ivitit.11 for i/s\, ~-i ;,!, I> 
primarily of interest, because it determines the yy 3 /~,sk, production class-sectiou. The h,sb,-. -, 1vrtc’x i,< 
especially relevant both for the h ~11 + ?n, discovery mode at t,he LHC aud for the c:;, --+ /is,, prclduc~t.io~l 
mode at the LC operating as a yn; collider. 
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Figure 4: (a) Branching ratios of the Standard Model Higgs boson as a function of Higgs mass. Two-boson [fermion- 
antifermion] final states are exhibited by solid [dashed] lines. As compared with fig. 3, a larger range of Higgs masses and 
branching ratios are shown. (b) The total width of the Standard Model Higgs boson is shown as a function of its mass. 
For comparison, we exhibit the widths of the two CP-even scalars; h and N of the MSSM for two different choices of 
MSSM parameters (tanp = 3 and 30 in the maximal mixing scenario; the onset of the H + hh and H + tf t,hresholds 
in the tanp = 3 curve are clearly evident). The central values of cys, ?~a(!&) and ?E,(M,) quoted in the caption of fig. 3 
are employed in both (a) and (b). 

2.2 Standard Model Higgs Boson Production at Hadron Colliders 

2.2.1 Cross-sections at hadron colliders 

This section describes the most important Higgs production processes at the Tevatron ($ = 2 TeV) 
and the LHC (6 = l-1 TeV). The relevant cross-sections are exhibited in figs. 5 and 6 [32,34&36]. 
Combining these Higgs production mechanisms with the decays discussed in Section ‘5.1, one obt,ains 
the most promising signatures. 

Due to the large luminosity of gluons at high energy hadron colliders, gg + hsha is t,he Higgs 
production mechanism with the largest cross-section at the Tevatron and the LHC [37,38]. The two- 
loop. nrxtto-leading order (NLO) QCD corrections enhance the gluon fusion cross-section by about a 
factor of two [38.39]. The corresponding NLO differential cross-section (as a function of the Higgs boson 
1e and rapidity) has also been obtained [40]. Recently, the next-to-NLO (NNLO) QCD corrections have 
been evaluated [41], and show a further enhancement of about 10% to 30% depending on t,he Higgs 
mass and center-of-mass energy of the collider. The remaining scale dependence and the effects of 
higher order terms not yet computed are estimated to give a theoretical uncertainty of 10~-20%,. The 
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dependence of the gluon fusion cross-section on different parton densities +ltls roughly an addir ion:Li 
uncertainty of order 10% 

The cross-section for 44 + IC’*h shl (summed over both II‘ chargc~ stictlss) IS thcx scc~~n~l liu<c~ 
Higgs cross-section at, the Tevatron for mtLsM N < 175 Gel’. .%-\t thf, LHC’, the, llY’ltshl c.ros+sc~c.tioll is 
not as prominent over the Higgs mass range of interest. The corresponding (~(1 --+ Zlzshl cross-sc,rion 
is roughly a factor of two lower than the corresponding llV*/rsA1 c,ross-section. 7’1112 QCI) correc.tiunx 
t,o cr(@ -+ VhsM) [I- = E’I- or Z] coincide with those of the Drcll-\kn proc~s mcl incrcxsc thr’ (WAS- 
sections by about 30CX, [12-U]. The theoretical uncertain& is c~stirnatr~tl to 11~3 al~out ii’% frox t lt( 
remaining scale dependence. The dependence on different sPts of par11111 IIWGI i~h i, rat tlt’l, wt~;il\ ar111 
also leads to a variation of the production cross-stc,tions by about I .TiJ. 

L~~~ctor boson fusion is a shurthand notation for the, full c/p -4 c~c~/~~~~ pi O(YM. \vtl(‘I.(a thtl quark\ ;I~ICI 
anti-quark both radiate virtual vector bosons (I**) which then annihilate to produc,cs the> Higgs IKISOXI. 
1.fxtor boson fusion via ud + rlrlh sbl (and its charge,-c,or?jugatc proc~~,) is also possiblt~. III figs. ;i itn~l (i. 
all contributing processes are included, and the slun of a11 SIIC~ cxxlt~rihutious is lal)cleti cirl -t clc~//~:,; 
for simplicity. The QCD corrections enhance the cross-section by about 10% [-11.45j. The \-cxctol ~)IMJII 
fusion process is the second largest Higgs cross-section at the LHC’: its (.ross-section approac~hc~< r trca 
~1.q + hSM cross-section for lrlfLuM - 1 Tel’. 

The cross-sections for ~,y. yci i tihSp1 at the Tclatron and the LHC’ arl’ displayc>d 111 figs. i ~IICI 11. 

Thc~ NLO QCD corrections t,o (14 + Ifhsbr havcl recently been computed in rpfs. [-lSj and [.47;. ;rrd th 

I~orrections to y!/ + tthsb, have been obtained in ref. !17]. Fig. (5 includes the complrtc .KLO (.~(‘I1 
corrections from ref. [47] (at T(>vatron cnc,rgics. fi/lghl productiolr is tlorninatc~d 1)~ I Iw q(1 --i /i/tL,,~l 
hubprocess). The size of the QC”D corrrrt,ions depcuds sensitively OII tlltx chuic,cT I at’ s(,tll(*. ,,, I~~II~JIov~~~I 
in the running coupling constant and parton distribution functions. C’harigf3 in /, citii signiiic,arli I\ 
modif>- the tree-level cross-sections. whereas t,he NLO-corrected cross-sclct,iotls XV I,athcr inscn<itl\.c, r( 2 
reasonable changes in ,,. In fig. 6, the tree-lcvrl /t/7. 5~1 cross-section is shown fur 1” = ,q (tlifj _;qr~alt~ 
(pi’ the partonic center-of-mass c,nt:rgJ.), and is roughl!- il faC.1 ur of i wo suiall(~I t hi f tica (,I)rr(~s1,“11’li~l,~ 
c,ross-section with ~1 = TU,. TYith rcaspr,ct, to thr latter choice. the KL( )-currrctlons of rc>f. /47! arv r;rthtsr 
small, typically of order 10 ZO%j depending on thr precise choicct vf I,. 

The t,rcr-level my. (~(i + bbh. ‘;h, cross-section (as it function of’ II),~_,) shorvrl iI1 fig. .; hiis IIIY’~I 
computed by fixing the scales of the part,on distribution functions. the> running coupling (I,, x111 I hc’ 
running Higgs -bottom-quark Yukawa coupling (or equivalently, thca running b-quark mass) at t,hr ~YIIUC 
of t,hr corresponding hsll mass. In fig. 6. the b-quark pole mass is employed.’ while the scales tin 0, 
arid the part,on distribution funct,ions were set, equal 1.~1 the partonic c,t>nt cr-of-mass energ!;. 

By using the running b quark mass, one implicit,l; resums large logarithms associated with thci C,&‘l,- 
corrected k’ukawa coupling. Thlls. the tree-level hbhshl cross-sect,ion displayed in fig. 5 implic,itly incllltl(J< 
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Figure 5: Higgs production cross-sections (in units of pb) at the Tevatron [fi = 2 TeV], for the various production 
mechanisms as a function of the Higgs mass, taken primarily from refs. 1321 and [35]. The full NLO QCD-corrected results 
are employed for the gluon fusion 99 --f hsM, vector boson fusion 44 --t V*V*qq + h$,Mqq (here, qq refers to both vd 
and qQ scattering), Higgs-strahlung processes qq --t V’ + VhsM (where V = W*, Z), b6 + hSM (taken from ref. [36]), 
and my, qq + hS%ti. Tree-level cross-sections are exhibited for 99, q4 + hSh,b&. In the latter case, the cross-section has 
been computed with a running b-quark mass, cy, and the parton distribution functions all evaluated at the wrresponding 
Higgs mass. 

a part of the QCD corrections to the full inclusive cross-section. However, the most significant effect 
of the QCD corrections to bbks~ production arises from the kinematical region where the b quarks are 
emitted near the forward direction. In fact, large logarithms arising in this region spoil the convergence 
of the QCD perturbation series since a, ln(m&, /mi) N O(1). These large logarithms (already present 
at lowest order) must be resummed to all orders, and this resummation is accomplished by the generation 
of the b-quark distribution function [48,49]. Thus, the QCD-corrected fully inclusive bbhsM cross-section 
can be approximated by b& + hs~ and its QCD corrections.6 The latter is also exhibited in fig. 5 and is 

‘This result, although correct in the far asymptotic regime (where J;J >> mhsM > mb), may still not be reliable for 
Higgs production at the Tevatron and LHC. In ref. [50]: it is argued that even at the LHC for mhSM = 500 GeV, sizable 
mt,-effects still remain and o(bb -i hSM) is an overestimate of the true QCD-corrected bbhsM cross-section. 
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10 

Figure 6: Higgs production cross-sections (in units of pb) at the LHC [ ~5 = 1.4 Te\‘]. f(~r t,hr various protluct.io~~ 
mechanisms as a function of the Higgs mass, taken from ref. [44]. The cross-section curves for 99, C@ i hshlti (which has 
not been updated to include the NLO calculation of ref. [47]) and 99, qp + hSb,bb are based on a tree-level calculation with 
t-quark and b-quark pole masses and cy, and the parton distribution funct,ions evaluated at the partonic center-of-mass 
energy. 

ww to lx roughly an order of magnitude larger than t,hc tree-lpvcal M/r ~h[ (~106s-s1’(~l~on :%i]. ()i’ cx~li~w. 
this result, is not very relevant for the searches at hadron colliders in which transverse momentum cut> 
on the b-jets are employed. Ultimately, one needs the QCD-corrected d$&rentlul cross-section fol, b/~l~,~.~~ 
(as a function of the final state b-quark transverse momentum) in order to do realistic simulations of the 
Higgs signal in this channel. However, if only one b-quark jet is tagged, it may be sufficient to consider 
the process bg --t bhsM. The cross-section for bg + bh SM at lowest order can be found in ref. [51]: tllcs 
NLO &CD-corrected cross-section has been recently obtained in ref. [~2]. For rxample, assuming rhal 
fkl, > 15 GeV, and the pseudorapidity 171 < 2 for the observed b-quark jet. the NLO cross-section at 
t,hc Tevatron ranges from about 6 fb to 0.25 fb for 100 GrV 5 rnh. iz, 5 200 Gtl\‘. Irxrcasing tht> ruts 10 
11~ > 30 GeV and 1’11 < 2.5 at the LHC yields a range of cross-sections from about 200 f’b to 1.2 fh f’ol 
100 GeV 5 m,hSM 5 500 GeV. 

Not, shown in figs. 5 and 6 is the cross-section for inclusive double Higgs production ihcniirY;hi i .\ / 
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Double Higgs production is not observable at the Tevatron, but may be possible to detect at the LHC 
given sufficient luminosity. The main contributions to double Higgs production in order of importance 
are: (i) gg --t hs~hs~; (ii) VV -3 h SM h SM; and (iii) qQ + \‘hs~hs~, where V = W or Z. The 
gluon-gluon fusion cross-section dominates by at least an order of magnitude, so we focus on this 
subprocess [53&56]. Including NLO QCD corrections, typical cross-sections for pp -+ hs~hs~ + S at 
fi = 14 TeV range from about 40 fb to 10 fb for 100 < mhSM < 200 GeV [55,56]. There are two classes 
of diagrams that contribute to h s~hsM production via gluon fusion: gg + hftM + lZs~hsb[ (via the 
top-quark triangle diagram) which is sensitive to the triple-Higgs vertex, and gg + t*t* + hshlhsnl (via 
t Iw t~op-quark box diagram) which is independent of t,he triple-Higgs vertex. Due to the relat,ively low 
c,ross-sections, it will be very challenging to extract information on the Higgs self-coupling parameter 
lrom LHC data. 

Finally, assuming that very forward protons can be tagged, diffractive production of Higgs bosons 
may provide a viable signal at the LHC (the corresponding cross-sections at the Tevatron arc proh- 
ably too small) [57,58].7 Such events are characterized by rapidity gaps, i.e., the absence of particle 
production between the forward protons and the centrally produced Higgs boson. In particula,r, for 

“‘hshr N 130 GeV, the exclusive process pp + pphsM (with h so + bb) can be used at the LHC’ to obtain 
thci Higgs mass with an accuracy of about 1% by measuring the invariant mass recoiling against t,he 
final st,ate protons [59]. 

2.2.2 Standard Model Higgs Boson Searches at the Tevatron 

In the mass region of interest to the Tevatron Higgs search (100 GeV,$ mh,, 2 200 Ge\!). the SM 
Higgs boson is produced most copiously via gg fusion, with a cross-section from about 1.0~~~0.1 pb. 
For ‘rn/LsM 2 135 GeV, the Higgs boson decays dominantly to bb. Since the cross-section for the QCD 
production of bb dijet events is orders of magnitude larger than the Higgs production cross-section, the 
gq + hshf + bb channel is not a promising channel. For mh SM 2 135 GeV, the Higgs boson decays 
dominantly to WI@*) (where W* is a virtual W), and the channel gg + hsM + WW’(*~ is accessible 
to the Tevatron Higgs search [60]. 

Given sufficient luminosity, the most. promising SM Higgs discovery mechanism at the Tevatron 
for mhShl 2 135 GeV consists of qij annihilation into a virtual V* (1’ = W or Z), where FY* + I’hsM 
followed by a leptonic decay of the v and hs~ -+ bb [61], Th e sum of the W&M and Zhs~ cross-sections 
ih about 0.2 ---0.5 pb in the mass region of interest (100 2 m hSM 2 135 GeV), in which the dominant 
Higgs decay is hs~ + bb. These processes lead to three main final states, eubb, vpbb and P f-b&, that 
exhibit, dist,inctive signatures on which the experiments can trigger (high pT leptons and/or missing 
ET.). The backgrounds are manageable and are typically dominated by vector-boson pair production, tt 
production and QCD dijet production. The signal efficiencies and backgrounds have all been estimated 

’ 1 critiral comparison of various theoretical approaches to diffractive Higgs production can be found in rrf. [5x:. 
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with both the CDF Run 1 detector simulation and with the simple SH\v simulation [62]. I\lontr (‘arIo 
estimates have been used for the backgrounds everywhere except in the vfibh channel, where t,herr is 
a significant contribution from QCD bb dijet production. TO be conservative. in ref. [62] t,ho unk~~onn 
QCD bb dijet background to the viibb channel has been taken to bc ec4ual in size to the sum of all othri 
contributing background processes. In addition, the separation of signal from background was optimized 
using neural network techniques [63], resulting in a demonstrable gain in the significance of the Higgs 
signal for the evbb and vfib$ channels [62]. The b-tagging efficiencies and the bb mass resolution pla! 
a key role in determining the ultimate efficiency and background rejection. Much work remains. using 
real data studies, to optimize the performance in both these areas. 

For larger Higgs masses (mh SM 2 135 GeV) it is possible to exploit the dist,incr signatures p~‘cs~~iri 
when the Higgs boson decay branching ratio to k\Jl -(*) bccomrs apprc~~~iiiblr. In this csse. therta are final 
states with WN’ (from the gluon-fusion production of a single Higgs boson), and II’MJi‘ and Zll’ll. 
arising from associated vector boson Higgs boson production. Three search channels WCI’(’ identified in 
ref. [62] as potentially sensitive at, these high Higgs masses: like-sign dilrpton plus jets (P’p*,j,l] rvents. 
high-pr lepton pairs plus missing ET (!+P-u,?), and trilepton (I’*Yzt’l ~vrnts. Of t,hese. the first rwo 
were found to be most sensitive. The strong angular correlations of the final state leptons resulting 
from Wl;t” is one of the crucial ingredients for t,hese discovery chmnels [6-l.65.60:. 

The integrated luminosity required per Tevatron esperimrut as a fimc,tion of Higgs niass I o (‘ix her 
exclude the SM Higgs boson at, 95% CL or discover it at the 30 01 ,Jp level of significance. fcri, the S’lH\1’ 
analyses with neural net selection (see ref. [62] for details), is shown in Fig. i’(a). Thcsc results arc’ ba~rtl 
on the combined statistical power of both t,he CDF and DO experiments. The bands extend from ihc 
neural net result on the low side upward in required integrated luminosit~y by 30% to the high side, its 
an indication of the range of uncertainty in the b-tagging efficiency. /J!J mass resolution and background 
uncertainties. As the plots show, the required integrated luminosity increases rapidly wit,h Higgs mass 
to 140 GeV, beyond which the high-mass channels play the dominant, role. Ii’ rr~~:~, zz 113 Ge\.. \vhicb 
lies just above the 95% CL exclusion limit achieved by LEP [ll]. t,hen i fb ’ of int,rgratetl lurnino~it~ 
per experiment would provide sufficient dat,a to see a 3a excess above t)ackgrolmd. \\!ith 15 fl) : tit 
integrated luminosity per experiment, a 5, discovery of the Higgs boson would be possible. 

The final result shows that, for an integrated luminosity of 10 11) ‘~ if ih ,511 Higgs ~JSO~I mns~ iic8s 
beyond the discovery reach of the Tevatron, then one can attain a 93%. CL e.uc,lusion for masses up to 
about 180 GeV. Moreover, if the SM Higgs happens to be sufficiently light (,rjjll,,, 5 125 GeV). then a 
tantalizing 3a effect will be visible with the same integrated luminosity. W’ith about 25 fb’ of data. 3n 
evidence for the Higgs boson can be obtained for the entire Higgs ~nass rap up to 180 Ge\‘. &J\vwT. 

the discovery reach is considerably more limited for a 5~ Higgs hoson signal. With 30 fb pi integrated 
luminosity delivered per detector, a 5, Higgs boson discovery may be possible for IHiggs masses 111) 11) 
about 130 GeV, a significant extension of the LEP Standard Model Riggs search. The latter figme of 
merit is particularly significant when applied to t,ha search for the lightest, Higgs bosons of’ the \ISSYI 
We address this case in Section 3.5.3. 
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Figure 7: (a) The integrated luminosity required per Tevatron experiment, to either exclude a SM Higgs boson at 95% 
CL or observe it at the 3~ or 50 level, as a function of the Higgs mass [62]. (b) Expected 5~ discovery luminosity 
requirements for the SM Higgs boson at the LHC for one experiment, based on a study performed with CMS fast detector 
simulation, assuming statistical errors only [72]. The 99 and W+W- fusion processes are indicated respectively bp the 
Aid and dotted lines. 

Other Higgs signatures could help improve the sensitivity of the Higgs search at the Tevatron. In 
ref. [SZ], channels containing the h so + T+T- decay mode have not been studied, as the small branching 
ratio (less than 8%) makes the corresponding signal rates small. Still, a significant improvement; of 7- 
lepton identification could lead to a viable Higgs signal in the Higgs mass region 120 GeV,$ rtzhSL, ,$ 
140 GeV [66]. Another possibility which has been explored is the detection of the Higgs boson via t&s~ 
production (the Higgs boson is radiated off the top-quark), followed by FlsM -+ bb. Initial st,udies (671 
suggested that this channel could be observable at the upgraded Tevatron for mhsM 5 140 Gr1,‘. with a 
stat,istical significance comparable to the Higgs signals in the Whs~ and ZhsM channels. 

If a Higgs boson is discovered at the Tevatron, one can begin to measure some of its properties. The 
Higgs mass can be measured with an accuracy of about 2 GeV [68]. H owever, the determination of the 
Higgs couplings to W and Z bosons and to bb will be model-dependent and rather crude. To improve 
and expand the possible Higgs measurements and determine its phenomenological profile will require 
Higgs studies at the LHC. 
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2.2.3 Standard Model Higgs Boson Searches at the LHC 

Production rates for the Higgs boson in the Standard Model arc significantly large1 at rhc LH(’ ;-i-4.W 
The dominant Higgs production process; gluon fusion; can be rxploit,ed in conjunction wit,11 ih Varl(‘t> 
of other channels, e.g., WW/ZZ fusion of the Higgs boson and Higgs radiation off top quarks ‘70 ii! 
Integrated luminosities between 30 and 100 IV’, achievahlc vr-ithin t,hfl first few years of I,H(’ ~~p~rat i<jtl. 
will be sufficient to COWI‘ the entire canonical Higgb mass range of i.he Standard \lodcl up T~J valur\ 
1.10~ to 1 TeV with a significanc,e greater than 50. The reqllircd I.HC’ luminosit,irs for a Higgs tlisc,ovc’r\ 
in various channels are shown in fig. 7(h) [li2]. Thus. there is no ~~.apr routr fhr t,he Shl Higgs ho\r)n 
at, the LHC. 

The properties of the SM Higgs boson can 1~~ determined with SUIIIP precision at rhc LH( ‘. i’h~ 
hsbf + 28”) + B+!-f+P- channel allows for an accurate Higgs mitss determination of’ about II 1% 1’01 
1’0 Gel’ 2 rtLhsM N < -IO0 GeV, assuming an integrated luminosity of 300 fb ! ITCi]. For largt’r Higg\ 
masses. the precision in the Higgs mass measurement deteriorates tluc to the clkt of tlrtl inc,rtkng Higgi 
width: nevertheless a 1%: Higgs mass measurement is possible for VI,),,, IV 700 Gc\.. ‘I’hr Higgs witlth 
tm bc extracted with a precision of 5 to 6% ovrr the, mass range 300 700 (A)\’ frolrl the 13rt)ir-\\‘igntll 
shape of the Higgs resonance [76]. Below 300 Ge\‘, ihc inst,rumental rrsolution bc~c~omcs lxy,:p~ thiill I Ii13 
Higgs width, and the accuracy of t,htl Higgs width rnr~asuremrnt degradrx For ~~uampk. thcx follr-l(,pf ( /II 
invariant mass spectrum from /)sh, --) ZZ yields a prcxcision of about 2.5% at, ,,,,,,;,, :m 210 (;I,\- IM. 1:~ 
lower Higgs masses, indirect methods must be employrd to measure t hr, Higgs wit101 

For Higgs masses below 200 GeV. a number of different, Higgs tlrcay (‘hilnn(‘ls c:ul IW ht.u~iit~l a~ I tit. 
LHC. The most releva,nt processes arc 

where I’ = W or 2. The gluon-gluon fusion mechanism is the dominant Higgs production mechanism at 
the LHC, yielding a total cross-section of about 30 pb [15 pb] for mh,,, = 120 Ge\’ [ni,z,b, = 200 Ge\‘]. 
One also has appreciable Higgs production via VI _ electroweak gauge boson fusion, with a t,otel (‘rash- 
section of about 6 pb [3 pb] for the Higgs masses quoted above. The electroweak gauge boson fusion 
mechanism can be separat,ed from the gluon fusion process by employing a forward jet, tag and cent,ral 
jet vetoing techniques. n’ote that for 2rnbv <, mhsb, <, 2 mg; the Higgs branching ratio to ZZ* ih quitt> 
suppressed with respect to WW (since one of the 2 bosons is off-shell). Hence, in this mass window. 
hSM + W+W- + P’vf-ii is the main Higgs discovery channel [65], as exhibited in fig. 7(b). 

The cross-section for tth s;\I produrtlon can be significant for Higgs masses in i,he intermediate mas:, 
range [47], 0.8 pb [0.2 pb] at mhTb, = 120 GeV [m hs\, = 200 Gel’]. alt,hough this cross-section falls fasfrr 
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with Higgs mass as compared to the gluon and gauge boson fusion mechanisms. Finally, we note that 
t,hr preferred channel at the Tevatron, @ --t W&f -+ l?vbb, is not a discovery mode at the LHC due 
in part t,o the larger background cross-sections at & = 14 TeV. Nevertheless, with 300 fb-’ of tlat’a, it 
may he possible to observe a SM Higgs signal (with S/v% 2 5) if mhSM <, 125 GeV [77]. 

The measurements of Higgs decay branching ratios can he used to infer the ratios of t,he Higgs 
couplings, and provide an important first step in clarifying t,he nature of the Higgs boson [75~~80]. 
These can be extracted from a variety of Higgs signals that are observable over a limited range of Higgs 
masses. In the mass range 110 GeV ,$ mhsM N < 150 GeV, the Higgs boson can be detected [with 100 fl-’ 
of data] in the yy and the T+T- channels indicated above. (The b+p- channel was considered in ref. [80]. 
I\?th 300 f&’ of data, a 3~ excess above background may be possible for 110 GeV 5 mh,, :t 130 GcV.) 
E‘or tnh b?rl >, 130 GeV, the Higgs boson can also be detected in gluon-gluon fusion through its decay to 
11.11-(*‘. with both final gauge bosons decaying leptonically [Sl]. and to ZZc*l in the four-lcpton decay 
Inode [70,74]. There is additional sensitivity to Higgs product,ion via I’\’ fusion followed by its decay to 
IT.11-(*) for m hSM 2 120 GeV. These data can be used to extract the rat#ios of the Higgs partial widths 
t,o gluon pairs, photon pairs, T+T-, and W +M/- [78,79]. The expected accuracies in Higgs width ratios, 
partial widths, and the total Higgs width are exhibited in fig. 8. These results are obtainctl under the 
assumption that the partial Higgs widths to W&Cm’- and ZZ are fixed by electroweak gauge invariance, 
and t,he ratio of the partial Higgs widths to bi; and T+T- are fixed by the universality of Higgs couplings 
t (1 down-type fermions. One can then extract the total Higgs width under the assumpt,ion that all other 
unobserved modes, in the Standard Model and beyond, possess small branching ratios of order 1%. 
Finally. we note that the specific Lorentz structure predicted for the ~~MR’+W- coupling by the Higgs 
mechanism can be tested in angular correlations between the spectator jets in bli!A~ fusion of the Higgs 
boson at the LHC [79]. 

With an integrated luminosity of 100 fb-l per experiment. the relative accuracy experted at the 
LHC for various ratios of Higgs partial widths r, (or equivalently. ratios of Higgs squar&couplings) 
rimge from 10% t,o 30%. as shown in fig. 8. The ratio I‘,/r\t. measures the coupling of’ down-type 
fc,rmions relative to the Higgs couplings to gauge bosons. To the extent that the one-loop hsMy-, 
amplitude is dominated by the W-loop, the partial width ratio rT/rT probes the same relationship. In 
c,ontrast, under the usual assumption that the one-loop hsMgg amplitude is dominated by the top-quark 
loop, t,he ratio rg/l?w probes the coupling of up-type fermions relative to the hsMWI$’ coupling. In 
addition, one can measure the hs,tt coupling directly by making use of t,he t&1 production mode 
at the LHC. Recent studies suggest that for an integrated luminosity of 100 fl-‘, this signal is viable 
for the hsM --t bb [82,83] and h so + ~~7~ [84] decay modes if mhSM N < 130-140 GeV. and for the 
hshf + M’I@*) decay mode for I30 s m &,,, 2 200 GeV [85]. In this way, one expects to be able to 
measure the Higgs-top quark Yukawa coupling with a relative accuracy in the range of 10~~200/0. 

Finally, the measurement of the triple Higgs self-coupling with an accuracy of order 25% can be 
obtained, in a very limited Higgs mass window, with 3000 fl-’ of data [86] (which requires at least a 
fact#or-of-ten luminosity upgrade of the LHC [87]). 
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Figure 8: Relative accuracy expected at the LHC with 200 W’ of data for (a) v?uious ratius ol’Higgs bosm put~al width\ 
and (h) the indirect determination of partial and t,otal widths. Expectations for width ratios assume 15.. Z urliversahtv: 
indrcct widt,h rneasuremcnts also a.wme b. T universality and a small branching ratio for uuohservrd mrxies. Takrn fuuri 
the parton-live1 analysis of ref. [78]. 

2.3 Standard Model Higgs Boson Searches at the LC 

+ Thcl nest generation of high energy t: r ,- linear colliders is cspect,rtl to operate at rmergics i’roru 300 Gtb\ 
up to about 1 TeV (.JLC: AVLC; TESLA). henceforth referred to as the Lc’ [58 901. Thcs possibility of A 
Inulti-Tc\r linear collider operating in an energy range of 3-5 TeV (CLIC) is also undo study :Yl]. Il’ith 
the, expected high luminosities up to 1 ab-‘, accumulated within a few years in a clean experimental 
rn~ironment. these colliders are ideal instruments for reconstructing the mechanism of electroweak 
\yrnrnetry breaking in a comprehensive and conclusive form. 

Il’eakly-coupled electroweak symmetry breaking dynamics involving an elementary scalar Higgs h&l 
(WI he established experimentally in three steps. First, the Higgs hoson must hr observed clearly am1 

nnambiguously, and its basic properties ~-mass: width, spin and C and P quant,um numbers- must 1~’ 

d(,tc,rmincd. Second. t,hr c,ouplings of the Higgs boson to t,he Ii” and 2 ~OS(JIIS anti to lc~ptons Ht~~l 
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Figure 9: (a) The Higgs-strahlung and WW fusion production cross-sections as functions of mhsM for ,I’; = 350 GeV, 
500 GeV and 800 GeV. (b)The cross-section for e+e- --t t&~, including NLO QCD corrections [102], as a function of 
r~h_., for ,/X = 500 GeV and 800 GeV with the expected experimental accuracy for mhsM = 120 GeV shown by the dot 
with error bar for an integrated luminosity of 1000 fb-‘. Taken from ref. [92]. 

quarks must be measured. Demonstrating that these couplings scale with the mass of the corresponding 
particle would provide critical support for the Higgs mechanism based on scalar dynamics as the agent 
responsible for generating the masses of the fundamental particles. Finally, the Higgs potential must 
be reconstructed by measuring the self-coupling of the Higgs field. The specific form of the potential 
shifts the ground state to a non-zero value, thereby providing the mechanism for electroweak symmetry 
breaking based on the self-interactions of scalar fields. Essential elements of this program can be realized 
at a high-luminosity e + - e linear collider, and high-precision analyses of the Higgs boson are possible in 
these machines [92%94]. 

The main production mechanisms of the SM Higgs boson at the LC are the Higgs-strahlung pro- 
cess [95,25], e+e- + Z&M, and the WW fusion process [96] e+e- -+ ti,v,W*W* + fi,v,hsM. With an 
accumulated luminosity of 500 fl-I, about lo5 Higgs bosons can be produced by Higgs-strahlung in the 
theoretically preferred intermediate mass range below 200 GeV. As fi is increased, the cross-section 
for the Higgs-strahlung process decreases as s-l and is dominant at low energies, while the cross-section 
for the WW fusion process grows as ln(s/m&,) and dominates at high energies (see ref. [97] for a con- 
venient form for the corresponding cross-sections), as shown in fig. 9(a).” The ZZ fusion mechanism, 

*The cross-sections shown in fig. 9(a) are based on a tree-level computation. The complete one-loop eltctroweak 
corrections for e+e- --t Z&M have been computed [98,97], w h ereas only the leading one-loop corrections to the vector 
buson fusion process are known [99]. 
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c ‘t- -+ t~+e--Z*2* + ri~(:~hsb,, also contributes to Higgs production. with a c,ross-sect.ion suppr~~~s~l 
wit,h respect to that of IC’TV fusion hp a factor of 16 cos’ &,v/[l -t (1 4 sin’ #,,.)‘I ? 9.4. The, (‘ros.y- 
sections for the Higgs-strahlung and the TVCt’ fusion processes arc’ shown in fig. 9(a) for thrrc> valu~b 01 
,,I?. The Higgs-strahlung process. c+?- + Zhsai. lvith Z + (+I’- offers a vwy distinc,tivr signirtllrc~ 
For fi = 350 and 500 GeV and an integrated luminosit?; of 500 fh -‘. this (~nsurc~:, the, observatiorl of I 11th 
S\l Higgs hoson up t,o the production kinematical limit independrntly of its clc~w~- [92]. .\I ,,/G = ;()(I 
(:I,\~. the Higgs-strahlung and the I1717 f’usion pro(‘rsses have approsimatrly t,111’ sam(’ c~ross,-src~tll~ll~ 
CI(50 fb). for 100 GeI. 2 rr)h ,h, 2 200 Gc\.. At \iYL : PO(l C&x\’ \vith 500 fl)~~’ c II’ dat.t~, t htx anitlvsis ~)f 
ref. [IOO] suggest,s that ii Higgs boson with mass up to ahollt, 6.50 Gc,\’ will I ,,’ ol,sr’l~~al,k~ ill the. I.(< 
Finally, the process C.~C -+ tthshl [101] yields a distinctive signalurc r~onsiht.iq_ of rwo II’ I)OWII~ aliti 
thur b-quark jets, and can br observed at the LC giver1 sufficient cLnrjrg>. an<1 Iuminositv it the’ Higgx 
mass is not too large. The QCD-corrected cross-sections for this proc‘cs~ [lW] for & : 500 Gv\’ :III~I 
800 GeV are shown in fig. 9(b). 

The phenomenological profile of the Higgs boson can 1~~ d~~termin~~d by precision 1IICasllrt’lll(‘llts. 
For example, consider the cast of mhShL = 120 Ge\y at the LC with fi = 350 Gel’ and 500 ft, -’ of 
data [92]. The spin and parity of the Higgs boson can be determined unambiguously from the stt’ty 
onset, of the excitation curvy in Higgs-strahlung near the threshold (see fig. 10(a) [103]) and the an~ui;u 
correlations in this process [l&l]. By measuring final state angular distributions and various imglll;tr ;t~lrl 
polarization asymmetries. (JIIC c'arl cheek whcthcr thr> Higgs hoson is a stat,tt of tll+uitc* C’P. err \vhc?lrc,t 11 
exhibits CP-violating behavior in its production and/or doc,ays [105]. T’hr Higgs mass (‘itn /NJ ~r~cwurctl 
to an accuracy of 40 MeI- b,v reconstructing the Higgs boson in Z’/lshf production antI c,oml)iuing t11c, 
rcsuits from the various final state channels. The Higgs width can ht infer& in a rnodt~l-irltlcI,t:r~~l~~~~~ 
way. with an accuracy of about 6%: by combining thr pari,ial widt,h co II “IT‘? ac~cc~hsiblt~ in thr’ vl’i’tr,l’ 
lroson fusion process, with the 17-11’* decay branching ratio. Similar r~ults (with prccisions \:.ithln 
a factor of t,wo of those yuotcd above) are obtained for larger Higgs masses in the intermediate mass 

rclgime. The hsM2.Z. hsklZy and h sbftt couplings can bc determined (with some sensitivity to possil& 
anomalous couplings, if presentj by the optimal-observable method [106], which makes optimal UK of 
the polarized angular disM~utions and asymmet,ries for Higgs-&r&lung and Ilszl it produrtioll. 

Higgs decay branching ratios can be measured very prcciscly for J,,,,,.,~ 5 lr,(J (A~\~ (I07 110~. \\‘hW 
such measurements are c,ombined with measurements of Higgs product,ion cross-sections, the absolu~c~ 
values of the Higgs couplings t,o the PI’* and 2 gauge bosons and t,hr ‘t*ukawa couplings 1 o kptorls auti 
quarks can be determined t,o a few percent in a model-independent way. III addition. the H&s-t o1) 
quark Yukawa coupling can be inferred from t.hr cross-section for Higgs emission off tf paiI,s [IO:‘.1 111 
As an example. Table 1 exhibits thr anticipated fractional uncertainties in the measurements of II&g> 
hran&ing ratios for ~n/~,,, = I Xl Ck\’ at the LC.!’ Csing this data. a Iuqgram HFITTER was rievr~lo])i~tl in 
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SM Double Higgs-strahlung: 2 e + ZHH ’ 

Figure 10: (a) Simulated measurement of the e’e- + ZhsM cross-section for mhsM = 120 GeV with 20 fk-’ per 
point at three center of mass energies compared to the predictions for spin-0 (solid line) and typical examples of spin-l 
(dashed line) and spin-2 (dotted line) [103]. (b) C ross-section for the double Higgs-strahlung prbcess e+e- + ZhshfhsM 
at vG = 500 GeV (solid line) and 800 GeV (dashed line) [114]. The data points show the accuracy for 1 ab ‘. 

Higgs coupling I( 6BR/BR 1 6g/g 

m 

Table 1: Expected fractional uncertainties for measurements of Higgs branching ratios [BR(h + XT)] and couplings 
[s~.Y.Y], for various choices of final state XT, assuming mh = 120 GeV at the LC. In all but four cases, the resulti shown 
are based on 500 fk-’ of data at fi = 500 GeV [107]. Results for hyy [108], htt [107], h@p [log] and hhh [11-1,115] are 
based on 1 ab-’ of data at ,/‘Z = 500 GeV (for yy and hh) and ,/Z = 800 GeV (for tt and pp), respective13 
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wf. 11071 to perform a Standard l/lode1 global fit based on the measurements of the Zhs\l_ uvh~h~ mti 
tthSM cross-sections and the H&s branching ratios listed in Table 1. Thr out,put of the program i:, a it 
of Higgs couplings along with their fractional uncertainties (which are also exhibited in Table 1) ‘I‘hrsr 
results should be considered representative of what can eventually be achieved at the 1-C. For example. 
a comprehensive analysis of LC Higgs data will have to take into account. the relevant electroweak 
loop corrections (which are not presently included in HFITTER). One should also note that, theoretical 
uncertainties for the predicted Higgs couplings have not been taken into account, in this analysis. The 
theoretical uncertainty in gfLshlCC is the most significant among the channels list,ed in Table 1. dnr to thr 
uncertainties in c quark-mass and in cr, (which governs the running of the quark masses from t,he quark 
mass to t,he Higgs mass). Ref. [112] estimates a theoretical fractional unrcrtainty in yli,( of about 1 Y,d. 
significantly greater than t,he experimental uncert,ainty listed in TabIt, 1. In contrast.. t,hc theoretic.;11 
fractional uncertainty in ghbb is about 1.8% due to t.hr) miccrt,aintJ- of’ thus b-quark mass. Air hough this 
is less than the anticipated experimental uncert,ainty. it should not IW neglected in the determinatiotl of 
t,he overall ghsMb6 uncertainty. The t,heoretical uncertainties in the other channels listed above arr’ IUJI 
significant compared to the quoted experimental uncertainties. 

The measurement of the Higgs self-couplings in iI ver)- ambi tiouh task that rt~quuc~~ thp h+$c~sl 
luminosities possible at the LC. which possess unique c~apabilities for addressing this qucxsticlri. ‘l’hr 
trilinear Higgs self-coupling can be measured in double Higgs-strahlung, in which a virtual Higgs bosou 
splits into two real Higgs partic~les in the final state [113]. A simulation based on 1 ab--’ of data is 
exhibited in fig. 10(b) [114]. In this way, for 7njlsM = 120 GeV, the cubic, term of the scalar pot,ential ran 
be established at, the LC with a precision of about 20%) [114,115]. Such a measurement is a prereql&,itc 
for determining the form of the Higgs pot,ential that is responsible for spont,aneous clectrowvrak s,vmmct.r~ 
breaking generated by scalar sector dynamics. Finally. the total SM Higgs width cm 1~ ot)tainrtl 

indirectly by using rtot = I’hsa,~~,~, /BR(hsbl + LI.II’*). The partial width is proportional to gz,,,i, ,, 
so the fractional uncertainty in r tot can be obtained from the results of Table 1. I‘or mh _, s 160 &I 
an accuracy in the range of 5lOYc can be achieved for thr total Higgs width [116]. 

If the SM Higgs mass is above 150 GeV. then the precision determination of Higgs couplings \vill 
have t,o be reconsidered. The Higgs branching ratios into c?, yg and i* 7~ aI< now too srr1all to 10, 

accurately measured. Due to t,he growing importance of the iI’El. and ZZ modt~s. oue con pchrtorm 
a precision measurement of the Higgs branching ratios to W15. and ZZ. while the precision of the hi) 
branching ratio is significantly reduced as miLsM increases to 200 GP\‘ and beyond jll;]. hlowovc~~~ clw 

tco the rapid decline of t&f production cross-section with increasing u+_, the Riggs-top quark kUkawz 
c,oupling cannot be extracted until mhShl N > 2rn,, at, which point the ffh, ~hj coupling can I)r obtained In 
observing Higgs bosons produced by v&or boson fusion which substquent,ly decay t,o tf. The analysis of 
Ref. [llS] finds that at, the LC with ,,6 = 800 Gel; and 1 ah-’ of data, the tihshl E’ukawa coupling can 
be determined wit,h an accuracy of about, 10% for a Higgs mass in t,he range 350 500 Gel;. The t,ot;il 
Higgs width can be obtained directly from measuring the Higgs boson line-shape if T~J,,,~~, 2 200 Gc,\~ 

The e+e- linear collider with center-of-mass energy fi can also be designed to i>prrat,c, In ;i ; 
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collision mode. This is achieved by using Compton backscattered photons in the scattering of intense 
laser photons on the initial polarized e ?? beams [119,120]. The resulting yy center of mass energy 
is peaked for proper choices of machine parameters at about 0.8&. The luminosity achievable as a 
function of the photon beam energy depends strongly on the machine parameters (in particular. the 
choice of laser polarizations). The yy collider provides additional opportunities for Higgs physics [120@ 
1241. The Higgs boson can be produced as an s-channel resonance in yy collisions, and one can 
perform independent measurements of various Higgs couplings. For example, the product l?(hs~ + 
?7)BR(hs~ + bb) can be measured with a statistical accuracy of about 2-10% for 120 GeVs mhsM 2 
160 GeV with about 50 fb-’ of data [122-1241. In order to reach such a precision, it is critical to control 
the overwhelming two-jet background (with efficient b-tagging) and overcome the irreducible my + bb 
background by optimal use of the polarization of the photon beams and by judicious kinematic cuts. 
Knowledge of the QCD corrections to signal and background processes is essential for this task [12:!,125]. 

Lsing values for BR(&M + bb) and BR(~~M + yy) measured at the e+e-- linear collider. onp can 
obtain a value for the total Higgs width with an error dominated by the expected error in BR(&, -+ 15). 
E’or heavier Higgs bosons, mhsM N > 200 GeV, the total Higgs width can in principle be measured di,~ctly 
1)~ tuning the collider to scan across the Higgs resonance. One can also use the polarization of the 
photon beams to measure various asymmetries in Higgs production and decay, which are sensitive t,o 
the Cl’ quantum numbers of the Higgs boson [123]. 

3 The Higgs Bosons of Low-Energy Supersymmetry 

Electroweak symmetry breaking dynamics driven by a weakly-coupled elementary scalar sector requires 
H mechanism for the stability of the electroweak symmetry breaking scale with respect to the I’lanck 
scale [5]. Supersymmetry-breaking effects, whose origins may lie at energy scales much larger than 
1 TeV, can induce a radiative breaking of the electroweak symmetry due to the effects of the large 
Higgs-top quark Yukawa coupling [126]. In this way, the origin of the electroweak symmetry breaking 
scale is intimately tied to the mechanism of supersymmetry breaking. Thus, supersymmetry provides 
an explanation for the stability of the hierarchy of scales, provided that supersymmetry-breaking masses 
in the low-energy effective electroweak theory are of c3(1 TeV) or less [5]. 

A fundamental theory of supersymmetry-breaking is presently unknown. Nevertheless, one can 
parameterize the low-energy theory in terms of the most general set of soft-supersymmetry-breaking 
terms [127]. The simplest realistic model of low-energy tiupersymmetry is a minimal supersymmetric 
extension of the Standard Model (MSSM), which employs the minimal supersymmetric particle spec- 
trum. However, even in this minimal model with the most general set of soft-supersymmetry-breaking 
terms, more than 100 new supersymmetric parameters are introduced [128]. Fortunately, most of these 
parameters have no impact on Higgs phenomenology. Thus, we will focus primarily on the Higgs sector 
of the MSSM and identify the parameters that govern the main properties of the Higgs bosons. 
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3.1 The Tree-Level Higgs Sector of the MSSM 

Both hypercharge 1. = -1 and I7 = +I complex Higgs doublets are required in any Higgs se(‘tol 
of an anomaly-free supersymmetric extension of t,hc Standard Model. The supersymmetric struct,urc, 
of the theory also requires (at, least) two Higgs doublet,s t,o generate mass for bot,h “up“-typt‘ md 

“down”-type quarks (and charged leptons) [6]. Thus. t,he MSSLl contains thus particle spectrum 01’ a 
two-Higgs-doublet extension of the St,andard Model and the c.orrrsponding sul)f,rs~rllrrletric part ~VI h. 

The two-doublet Higgs sector [129] contains eight scalar tlcgr~~ of freedom: IU~C ~mpl~~?c 1. = j 
doublet; ad= (a:, a<;) and one complex I- = $1 doublet; au- (@),; a:). The notation 1t4t~t.s thus 
form of the MSSWI Higgs sect,or coupling t,o frrmions: 4): [(a:] c,c~uplrs esclusiv-~~l!~ IO down-t\-pts iul~- 
typti] fermion pairs. When the Higgs pot,cntial is minimized. t.he nc~11t r;tl componc~uts of t,hr, Higgs ficlltls 
acquire> vacuum expectation valurh:“’ 

where the normalization has been chosen such t,hat I”) G 1:: + ($ := i/,l{,,/(/’ = (24ci Ck\.i2. Sporltimf~Llll:~ 

k,lectroweak symmetry breaking result,s in three Goldstone bosuns, which are absorbed and become thus 
longitudinal component,s of thcb 11.’ and %. The remaining five ph!;sical Higgs part~iclcs c,unsist cd ;I 
c,harged Higgs pair 

H’ = 15,: sin :i + @z wh .i ,lJ 

OIIP W-odd scalar 
.-l = ~5 (Im @ sin ;i + Im @yL coi 5) 

aid taw CP-even scalars: 

il = -(A Rr) @ ~ Van) sin o + [ & Rc @i ~~ ,I,( j w:, (k 

H = ( J”i Re @)) - I’,~) cos 0 t- ( fi Kc @)f -~ 11~~ ) sin (I ( , h / 

(with mfL < mH). The angle o arises wheu t,he C’P-cvrn Higgs quarrel-mahs matrix (rn thr> G:; I)j: 
basis) is diagonalized to obtain the physical CP-even Higgs st,ates (explicit formula? will hc given bt4cjw j 

The supersymmetric structure of the theory imposes constraints on thcx Higgs sector of the rr~o~l~~l 
lyor example, the Higgs self-int,eractions are not, independent paramcst,crs: t,hcy can 1,~ rxprc:ssCd in tr1 llhh 
of the electroweak gaugr coupling constants. As a result I all Higgs sector paramr!t,clrs at t.rcr-levcll i>I(’ 
determined by t,wo free parameters: the ratio of thr, two neutral Higgs field vacuum ctspccratiun value. 

tan ,li E 5, ,‘I, 
(‘,I -___ 

“The phases of the Higgs fields can be chosen such that, the vacuu~n expectation valws Cue? wal md pusitivc. l’lut 
1s. the tree-level MSSM Higgs sertor conserves CP, which implies t,hat the neutral Higgs mass eigrmstates pmsess dAinitl> 
(‘1’ mantum numbers. 
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and one Higgs mass, conveniently chosen to be rnn. In particular, 

m2,+ = 7rii + m& , 

and t,he C’P-even Higgs bosons /L and H are eigenstates of the following squared-mass matris 
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(10) 

J/f;= ( rni sin” ,8 + rni co? /j -(m:,+m:)sinDcosB 
-(my4 + m$) sin D cos /3 rn; cos2 B + rn,; sin’ B 1 (11) 

The rigenvalues of Mt are the squared-masses of the two CP-even Higgs scalars 

2 mH,,, = 7j rnh + rni i 
( 

(7r$ + rn;)” - 4m2,mf 608~ 2,ti 
) 

) (12) 

and N is the angle that diagonalizes the CP-even Higgs squared-mass matrix. From the above results, 
one obtains: 

cos2(/7 - a) = 
mi(m”, - m2,) 

,, 
m;l(m& - +i) 

113) 

In the convention where tanp is positive (z.e., 0 5 ,7 5 r/2), thr angle (Y lies in the range -7/L! < o 5 0. 

An important consequence of eq. (12) is that there is an upper bound to the mass of the light, 
CP--even Higgs boson, h. One finds that: 

This is in marked contrast to the Standard Model, in which the theory does not constrain the value of 
mhsu at tree-level. The origin of this difference is easy to ascertain. In the Standard Model. ml,,, ??= iXc2 
is proportional to the Higgs self-coupling A, which is a free parameter. On the other hand. “all Higgs 
self-coupling parameters of the MSSM are related to the squares of the electroweak gauge couplings. 

Note that the Higgs mass inequality [eq. (14)] 1s saturated in the limit of large ma. In the limit of 
~~I~,,~ > rn,z, the expressions for the Higgs masses and mixing angle simplify and one finds 

Two consequences are immediately apparent. First, In.4 r” mu z mHf, up to corrections of ~(m$/rf~..~). 
Second, cos(p-CY) = 0 up to corrections of C?(m$/m:). This limit is known as the decoupling limit, [130] 
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because when ?nA is large. there exists an effective low-energy theory below the scale of n~,l in which t IIV 
effective Higgs sector consists only of one CP-even Higgs boson. h. As w shall demonstratr below. I 11(’ 
tree-level couplings of h are precisely those of the Standard Model Higgs buson whr,n (.os( .i - 0) 0. 
From eq. (18): one can also derive: 

This result, will prove useful in evaluating the CP-evc~l Higgs boson couplings to fkxlion pairs iu lh(t 
decoupling limit,. 

The phenomenolog!; of the Higgs sector depends in detail OII thr various c.ouplings of t hc, Hipgs 
bosons to gauge bosons, Higgs bosons and fermions. The couplings of the two U-even Higgs bosom 

to IV and 2 pairs are given in terms of t,he angles (1 and ;i b> 

where g,. 3 2nLv/c for I7 = M’ or 2. There arr no tree-l(Jvrl couplings of .-I 01’ Ii’ t,o I .I ‘1 Iit, 
couplings of I’ to two neutral Higgs bosons (which must have opposite CP-quantum numbers) arcs gi\-r,ll 
b)- gd.az(p, - PA), where h = h or H and the momenta (J* and ~~1 point into thr vrrtc,x. and 

From the expressions above, we see that the following sum rules rnust hold separately for I. = I,T- ittld %: 

Similar considerations also hold for the coupling of h and H tu Ii’;-Hf. Four-point couplings of vtictut 
bosons and Higgs bosons can be found in ref. [2]. The properties of the three-point and four-point Higgs 
boson-vector boson couplings are conveniently summarized by listing the couplings that are proportional 
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to either sin(B - a) or cos(/? - a), and the couplings that are independent of a! and p [2]: 

cos(P - cy) sin@ - 0) 

HW+W- hW+W- 
HZZ hZZ 
ZAh ZAH 
W*HFh W&HfH 
ZW+Hlh ZW*H+H 
yW*HFh yWiHfH 

angle-independent 

ZH+H-, yH+H- 
W*HTA 
ZW+HTA 
yW*HFA 
i-V& 1 VVAA 1 VVH+H- 
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(25) 

where 4 = h or H and VV = W+W-, ZZ, Zy or yy. Note in particular that all vertices in the theory 
that contain at least one vector boson and exactly one non-minimal Higgs boson state (H, A or Hi) 
are proportional to co@ - a). This can be understood as a consequence of unitarity sum rules which 
must be satisfied by the tree-level amplitudes of the theory [24,25,131,132]. 

In the MSSM, the tree-level Higgs couplings to fermions obey the following property: QaO, couples 
exclusively to down-type fermion pairs and Qi couples exclusively to up-type fermion pairs. This pattern 
of Higgs-fermion couplings defines the Type-II two-Higgs-doublet model [133,2]. The gauge-invariant 
Type-II Yukawa interactions (using 3rd family notation) are given by: 

where PL E i(l - 75) is the left-handed projection operator. [Note that (TiP~@z)t = 32Psqi, where 
PR = i(l + ys).] F ermion masses are generated when the neutral Higgs components acquire vacuum 
expectation values. Inserting eq. (5) into eq. (26) yields a relation between the quark masses and the 
Yukawa couplings: 

(27) 

Similarly, one can define the Yukawa coupling of the Higgs boson to T-leptons (the latter is a down-type 
fermion). The couplings of the physical Higgs bosons to the third generation fermions is obt,ained from 
eq. (26) by using eqs. (6)-(8). In particular, the couplings of the neutral Higgs bosons to ff relative to 
the Standard Model value, gmf/2mw, are given by 

hbb (or hT+T-) : 
sin cy 

----=sin(p-CY)-tanpcos(p-a), 
cos p (28) 

htt : z = sin(8 - a!) + cotPcos(p - a), (29) 
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Abb (or AT’ T ) : y<; tan ii I .e, 

.-ltt : 75 cot !‘f ~ : ::a / 

(the y5 indicates a pseudoscalar coupling), and t,hc charged Higgs boson c~ouplings trl JiLrrniuu JMIIY. 
with all particles pointing into thr vertex. are given I)> 

We next examine the behavior of thca Higgs couplings at largcl tan :i. This limit is of pal ti(.lll;il 
interest since at large tan /jii: some of the Higgs couplings to dowel-type: fermions can b(, signif&rnt I!- 
rnhanced.” Consider two large tan H regions of interest: (‘7) If ~rr~_l > rrlz, then thv tlrcoupling limif is 
~~(~a~lled, in which / COS(~?- CY)~ < I ~1~1 IV/, z 1~1.1. From CY~S. (181 (33). it follows that the b&H and hh.4 
c.ouplings have equal strength and are significantly rnhanc~d (by il factor of tan :i) rdativ~ to 1~11~ bbllx4, 
coupling. whereas the 1 T’H coupling is negligibly small. In contrast. the values of’ thr !-\‘/I ant1 O/J// 
couplings arr equal to the corresponding couplings of the Standard Mod4 Higgs 1~oso11. To show that 
the value of the bbh coupling [ey. (28)] reduces to that, of bhh ,shf in tlit &coupling limil, riotc~ that ccl. ( IX: 

implies that / tan/Y cos(/? - cr)j << 1 when II,,, > n~z even when tan :i >> 1. Indrcd, h is a SUIikf~ Iligps 
boson. (ii) If mA 5 ‘rnz and tan;‘? > 1. then / cos(3 - o)i N 1 [SW fig. 1 l] and 7771~ c- fr1.4. In this rils(‘. 

the b6h and bbA couplings havr qua1 strength and are significan~,ly enhanced (by x far,tor of tan ,i) 
relative t,o thr bbhsM coupling, while the 1 -I-h coupling is negligibly small. Using NJ. (22) it follc~~v> t hz 
the 1 .I -H coupling is equal in strengt,h t,o t,he 1,-1-1~~~1 c,oupling. In this case. it is convc~ntional to rc’lisr 
IO H as a SWlike Higgs boson. However. this nomenclature is somewhat inact,urate. since’ the ~itlul~ 01 
the> b&H coupling can differ from the corresponding bhh Shl coupling dicn MI )i 2> I [sirm iu ciw i/i/. 

whcrc 1 sin(!? - n)l < 1, the product ta,n jjsin(/Y - (t) nt~d noi be partirularly small]. Note tliat in 1~1111 
rasps 0) and zi) above, only two of the three nr~t ral Higgs bosons have enhancc,tl couplings i.o /A/. 
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Figure 11: The value of cos”(p - a) is shown as a function of “LA for two choices of tan B = 3 and tan 4 := 30. When 
radiative-corrections are included, one can define an approximate loop-corrected angle u as a function of vt.1. tan N and 
thtl MSSM parameters. In the figures above, we have incorporated radiative corrections, assuming that Ms~su z Alo = 
:\Ic~ = MD = 1 TeV. In addition, two extreme cases for the squark mixing parameters are shown (see Sections 3.2 and 
3.3 for further discussion of the radiative corrections and their dependence on the supersymmetric paramrters:l. The 
decoupling effect expected from eq. (18), in which cos”(p - (I) rx m”,/rn”, for mu > mz, cont~inues to hold even when 
radiative corrections are included. 

limit where mA > rnz, cos(fi - cx) = C?(m$/mi), w K means that the h couplings to Standard Model h’ h 
particles approach values corresponding precisely to the couplings of the SM Higgs boson. There is a 
significant region of MSSM Higgs sector parameter space in which the decoupling limit applies, because 
~.os[ :j - ~1) approaches zero quite rapidly once rnA is larger than about 200 GeV, as shown in fig. 11. 
As a result, over a significant region of the MSSM parameter space, the search for the lightest P-even 
Higgs boson of the MSSM is equivalent to the search for the Standard Model Higgs bosom This result 
is more general; in many theories of non-minimal Higgs sectors, there is a significant portion of the 
parameter space that approximates the decoupling limit. Consequently, simulations of thrl Standard 
Model Higgs signal are also relevant for exploring the more general Higgs sector. 

3.2 Radiatively-Corrected MSSM Higgs Masses 

The discussion of Section 3.1 was based on a tree-level analysis of the Higgs sector. However, radiative 
c.orrections can have a significant impact on the predicted values of Higgs masses and couplings. The 
radiative corrections involve both loops of Standard Model particles and loops of supersymmetric part- 
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ners. The dominant effects arise from loops involving the third generation quarks and squarks and arc 
proportional to the corresponding Yukawa couplings. Thus, we first rrvirw the parameters that (‘on- 
trol the masses and mixing of the third-generation squarks. (We shall neglect int,rrgenerat,ional mixing 
effects. which have little impact, on the discussion t,hat, follows.) 

For each left-handed and right-handed quark of fixed flavor. q, t,here is a ~~orrtsponding supersymrnc~t 
ric partner QL and &, respectively. These are the so-called interaction eigenstat,es, which mix according 
to the squark squared-mass matrix. The mixing angle that diagonalizes the squark mass matrix will be 
denoted by 0:. The squark mass eigenstates, denoted hy (I, and &. are obtained by diagonalizing thr: 
following 2 x 2 matrix 

whtJre Dl, G (T3f - Ed sin’ H~~,)rni cos 2/j and DR s c’s sin’ &,,uL$ cos %ii. In addition; 1 2 i. A/,, 2 if, 
et = 2/3 and Tsf = l/2 for the top-squark squared-mass matrix. and .f’ = b. AIR G A1,. c’,, = ---l/:3 md 
Tjf = -l/2 for the bottom-squark squarrd-mass mat,rix. The synark mixing parameters are given 1~). 

Thus. .the top-squark and bottom-squark masses and mixing angles depend on the supc:rsynIIIl~tIi~~ 
Higgsino mass parameter /* and the soft-supersymmetry-breaking parameters: :VQ, JU(;. ddu. -4, and 
.+,. For simplicity, we shall initially assume that _4,, .4,, and IL are real parameters. That is. WC neg1cc.i 
possible CP-violating effects that can enter the MSSM Higgs s&or via radiative corrections. Thc~ 
impact on new MSSM sources of CP-violation on t#hr Higgs sector will he addressed in Section :I.?.:$. 

3.2.1 Radiatively-corrected Higgs masses in the CP-conserving MSSM 

The radiative corrections to the Higgs squared-masses have becln c,oInputed t)y a number of r,t>chnique\. 
and using a variety of approximations such as the effective potential at one-loop [134 -1361 and two- 
loops j137 1401 , and diagrammatic methods [141- 1461. Complete one-loop diagrammatic comput~ations 
of the MSSM Higgs masses have been presented bJ- a number of groups [143,114]; and part,ial two-loop 
diagrammatic results are also known [145,146]. These include t,he c?(mpi$c~,) c,ontributions 10 tlrr 
neut,ral CP-even Higgs boson squared-masses in the on-shell scheme [146]. Finally renormalization 
group methods (to be discussed further below) provide a powerful technique for identifying many of 
the most important contributions t,o the radiatively corrected Higgs Inasses [l-17 1~1. Typical rt~sult h 
for the radiatively corrected value of ‘m/1 as a function of the relevant, supersynImetri(~ parameters arc 
shown in fig. 12. 

One of the most striking effects of the radiative corrections to the MSSLl Higgs sector is the rnotl- 
ification of the upper bound of the light CP-even Higgs mass, as first, noted in rpfs. [13-l] and [I Al,. 
Consider the region of parameter space where tan/j is large and 11j.1 >> ~1.~. In this limit, thr trer-irc:r/ 
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Figure 12: The radiatively corrected light CP-even Higgs mass is plotted (a) as a function of Xt, whew SC = -1, --/Icot 9, 
for Al, = 174.3 GeV and two choices of tanB = 3 and 30, and (b) as a function of tanp, for the maximal mixing [upper 
band] and minimal mixing [lower band] benchmark cases. In (b). the central value of the shaded bands corresponds to 
51, = 175 GeV. while the upper [lower] edge of the bands correspond to increasing [decreasing] Mt by 5 Ge\:. In both 
la) arId (b), 1n.4 = I TeV and the diagonal soft squark squared-masses are assumed to be degenerate: Ms,s, E .MQ = 
MC: = 51~ = 1 TeV. 

prediction for mh corresponds to its theoretical upper bound, ‘mh = rnz. Including radiative corrections, 
the t,heoretical upper bound is increased. The dominant effect arises from an incomplete cancellation’* 
of the top-quark and top-squark loops (these effects cancel in the exact supersymmetric limit). The 
qualitative behavior of the radiative corrections can be most easily seen in the large top squark mass 
limit, where in addition, the splitting of the two diagonal entries and the off-diagonal entry of the 
top-squark squared-mass matrix are both small in comparison to the average of the two t,op-squark 
squared-masses: 

In this case. the upper bound on the lightest CP-even Higgs mass is approximately given by 

“In certain regions of parameter space (corresponding to large tan B and large values of 1_1), the incomplete cancellation 
of t,he bottom-quark and bottom-squark loops can be as important as the corresponding top sector contributions. For 
simplicity, we ignore this contribution in eq. (39). 
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The more complete treatments of the radiative, corrections cit& abol~ show t,hat ccl. (39J somewhal 
overestimates the true upper bound of mh. Nevertheless, rq. (39) c,orrclc,tly r4ect.s SOII~C uutcwort.ll> 
tbatures of the more precise result. First, the incrcasc of t,he light C’P-eve11 Higgs mass bound bc~ytlnti 
l//Z can bc significant. This is a consequencc~ of th(’ ,n,’ Cnhanc~~m(~nt of lhc ~rrwioop ratliatix-r> (‘orl’Wloli 
Sword, the dependence of the light Higgs mass (III thr topsquark mixing p~~ramc~t(~r .‘i, imph(+ ih;~t if;)1 
a given value of ills) the upper bound of the light Higgs IIJ~SS initially, incroasc~s with SI and rclachr+ 
its maximal value for S1 = fiMs, This point, is referred to as thcl rr/c/u~rr/ml ~nr.crrr,q ~itsr’ (wllc~~~a~ 

_Yt = 0 corresponds t,o the minimal mixing case). In a more cornplcl~~ c,ornputat,ion that includes both 
two-loop logarithmic and non-logarithmic corrections. t,hc S, valucas c~clrrcsponding tcl maximal wd 

minimal mixing are shift,ed and exhibit an asymmetry under S, ~-i .\ I itb shown in fig. 1’2. 111 [hi* 
rlumerical analysis presented in this and subsequl,nt, figures in thi:, sc~i ion. ~3 HSSUIJI~~ fbr sirnphl i!>, 
t,hat the third generation diagonal soft,-supers~mmctr~-t)r~,akirlg quark squarwi-~rlassrs MC dqmrwt t’ 

.ususy E 221 Q = M,, = M u. which defines t,he parameter :\lsr-s\ .“i 
Third. note t,he logarit,hmic scnsit,ivity to t,he top-squark masses. Sar Ilrihc~ss aI’~urrl~‘lll x th IL,,- 

dcrlie low-energy supersymmetry imply that, t hc sllpc~rs,vmmetri~~ partic,l(, masses shoultl nor ht, largcs~ 
than a few TeV. Still. the precise upper bound on the light Higgs nlass tlcpentls on the, spcc,ific (,hoi~ 
tirr the upper limit of the> top-quark masses. The dcprndcncc~ IJ~ the light, Higgs mtish obtairlt4 i)y tllc’ 
more complete computation as a funct,ion of Al. $1 ,, is st~ow~r In fig. l:<.’ ’ 

As noted above. the largest. contribution to the on+loop radiativl? c,orrrxc?ions i4 t~t~h;mc~t~l t)J. :i f’;tc I ot 
c ,t’ mf and grows logarithmically wit,h the top syuark mass. Thus. highc,r order radiative) (.orre(.t,iclnh I’M 
IX’ non-negligible for largcl fop quark IIMSWS. in \yhich cast> 1110 la&c* 1c)garithms must, be I cwlnnrt-d. 

Rrnormalization group (RG) techniques for resurnming thr~ leading logarithms havtb beer] tlr~c~lo~~~~l I;! 
a number of authors [l-Zi_ 1191. Thr computation of t,he RG-imprortd one-loq) correct iorls r~quilos 
numerical integration of a coupled set of RG equations [148]. .~lthough this plocedurc has bcttn c.arritltl 
out in the literature, t,he analysis is unwieldy and not Pasily amcnablc to large-scale Mont,P-C’arlo Xt,uditih. 
It turns out that over most of the parameter range. it is sufficient to include the leading and sub-leatling 
logarithms at t,wo-loop order. (Some additional rlorl-logarithmic tc,rms. which c~annot bc a.zccrtaint4 
by the renormalization group mt~thod. must, also be included [lSl]. ! C’ornpact analyt,ic expression, 
have been obtained for the dominant one and twr,-loop c~ontriblltitrris 1.0 this rnalris &mrnt,s of tlrca 
r;ldiat,ivel~-corrected CT-crcn Higgs squared-mass mat ris: 

where the tree-level contribution A4; was given in eq. (11) and bM’? is t,hc: rontribut,ion from thi% 

‘“We also assume that n/lsus~ > mt, in which (‘ax it follows that ~$1: N Ai~r;su up to corrections of L’(~L~/AJ~~~~ i 
‘“The flattening of the curves in fig. 13 as a function of Mousy in the maximal mixing scenario is due to the squark- 

mixing contributions at two-loops which partially cancel the contributions that grow logarithmically with .I~s:.$Y. 
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Figure 13: The radiatively corrected light CP-even Higgs mass is plotted as a function of Msusv E hfq := ,tfa = hf,,, 
for Alt = 174.3 GeV, mu = 1 TeV and two choices of tang = 3 and tanfl = 30. Maximal mixing and minimal mixing 
UP defmd according to the value of Jit that yields the maximal and minimal Higgs mass as shown in fig, 12(a). 

ratliative corrections. The dominant corrections to M2, coming from the one-loop top and bot,tom 
quark and top and bottom squark contributions plus the two-loop leading logarithmic contributions, 
Rr< given to O(h:, h;f) by [149,150,152] 

where sg G sin 8, cg E cos ,!7, and the coefficients c,] are: 

czj f tzjh; + b,,h; - 32s; 
326 * 
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ii,,. fly> tzl. t22rt31,f32) = (12. -1,6. -10,O. -7) and (b,,. b,2,b2,, bz2.b4,.b~i2j --= (-4. il. 2. 18. I, I.-c 
Abw~. h, and fr,, are the top and hot,tom quark Yukawa couplings [see cqs. (55) (57)!. y.3 is tlu’ strong 
QCD cuupling. I’ = 246 Gc\. is the SM Higgs vac~lll~n expectation \-aluc. anti .Zf,y ~- i (.2Jf J- .ZIi ) i\ 
t 1~ average squared tup quark rr~ass.‘~ The bM;, also depend on the WS!vI parirmetcrs .I,. .4t, ami 
11 that, enter the off-diagonal top-quark and trot&m-quark squaredmass matr~ic~t~s. LYc c~plc~~~ t IIP 
following not,ation: ,I f //,/iIfs. q G _-1,/,bf,~~ ~b F .+lb/AIIs and .r, Z .Y,/.Ili. nhcrr S, + .-I, - /i UII ;. 
Diagonalizing the CP-even Higgs squared-mass matrix viclds radiiltivri!_-c,orr~,c,tc,c1 ~HIIICS for //I;. III;, 
and t,he mixing angle ct.lfi The end result is a prediction for the Higgs ma\s in icrnrs of runtrim, - 
Ilaramrters in the MS sclremc. It, is R simple matt,er to relate lhesc JM~~~rfl~‘t~~l~ to rht) c~orr~~sp~rn~lirii: 
on-shell parameters used in the diagrammatic calculations [1:&S. I .> 11. 

Addit,ional nori-logilrit,hiliit, two-loop c,c)ntribut,iorls. which (‘RI1 gc%c>r ;ttc, ii ncrri-negligthle shifr in I Iit, 
Higgs mass (of a few GeIr). must also IF included. ” A compact anal>-tical rsprcssion that incorporal es 
these effects at O(m~Iz~c~~) was given in ref. [I%] (with furthrr rcfint~mcnts provided 1)~ ref. jt.l,_j] ttl ~;tkc 
into account t,hc possibility of arbitrar!- top-squark splitting). ant1 tlrc; corrrspontlrng c,orrrr.ticjus 1lt,1- 
portional t,o /~:a,~ ca,n be found in ref. [UO]. AII intportant SOIIIW of such contril,utions arc the’ 1,rte-ltrc141 
supcrsvmmrt,ric threshold corrections 1.0 the rclatiun l~t%wccn t,hra Higg:: -top-quark mtl Higgs I)otttrn- 
quark Yukawa couplings and the corrc~sponding quark masses [eqs i .iti) ;md j,>‘T)]. ‘I’hcsr gcwrat (3 a 
IIon-logarit,hnlic two-loop shift of’ t,he radiativrlv corrected Higgs trtass propurtional tc, the c.c)rrespclutl- 
trig squark mising paramtters. OIIV ~YJIISC~I~CIIW of’ thaw contril,ttt iot1.q 1 I.>11 ih ilr(s ;tsyrnrnt~tr~\ iu I II,, 
predicted value of ruii untlcr _\-, --i -.I’ I as rlotc‘cl in fig. 12(irj. II cWliti~~. the c orllplll”ticm of. ‘ii,, ll;l,. 
been further refined by the inclusion uf grnuinc two-loop corrections of O( rnfh:) [I%‘. and cstimarcs 
of the two-loop corrections proportional to hihf and hi [140] (which can he numerically relevant for 
values of t,an ;i 2 mt/rnl,). These non-logarit,hmic, corrcc.tions. which depend on t,llc’ third gencrat,i~~rJ 
quark mixing paramctrrs, cx11 slightly increase the vnluc of the radiat i\-1,l\--c~,rrc’ctr‘(l Higgs m:tss, 

The numerical results displayed in figs. 11 14 arc hasrtl on t,ho c.;rlc.trlaticlus uf rcts. / I-O] iill<i ‘IGII, 
\ritlr improvements as described in refs. [I 461 and [I ,511. The sllpf’rs!,rrllllc~trl(. ~)ar;rrrretrrs m tlr(B nnrsiutal 
and minimal mixing casts liavc~ hew choserl according to tlic first t1v0 I)eirclrtu;rrli xccnirrios s li’ 1,t.i’. [I T,L;j 
Of’ particular interest is the upper bound for t,he lighbst CP-even I-liggs mass ( ini,). .-\I fixrti tan ,f. 1 III, 
maximal value of 74 is reached for ‘VI,, >> rnZ (see fig. l-1). Taking 1)~ / litrgc. fig. I?( bi illustrwtc9 t11al 
the maximal value of the lightest CP-PWII Higgs mass huuntl is r~c~alizccl at large tau ,i irk tlw (‘as’ IJI 
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Figure 14: Lightest CP-even Higgs msss (mh), heaviest CP-even Higgs mass (mH) and charged Higgs mass [ml+ ) as a 
function of mu for two choices of tan/? = 3 and tanp = 30. Here, we have taken Mt = 174.3 GeV, and we have assumed 
that the diagonal soft squark squared-masses are degenerate: hlsusv E MQ = Mr/ = MD = 1 TeV. In addition, we 
choose the other supersymmetric parameters corresponding to the maximal mixing scenario. The slight increase in the 
charged Higgs mass as tan p is increased from 3 to 30 is a consequence of the radiative corrections. 

maximal mixing. For each value of tanp, we denote the maximum value of mh by mrl,tan 19) [this 
value also depends on the third-generation squark mixing parameters]. Allowing for the uncertainty 
in the measured value of mt and the uncertainty inherent in the theoretical analysis, one finds for 
&!S\ 2 2 TeV that mh 5 rnF = mr(tanP > l), where 

max 
mh 2: 122 GeV, if top-squark mixing is minimal, 

,mY E 135 GeV, if top-squark mixing is maximal. (45) 

In practice, parameters leading to maximal mixing are not expectred in typical models of supersymmetry 
breaking. Thus, in general, the upper bound on the lightest Higgs boson mass is expected t,o be 
somewhere between the two extreme limits quoted above. Cross-checks among various programs [157] 
and rough estimates of higher order corrections not yet computed suggest that the results for Higgs 
masses should be accurate to within about 2 to 3 GeV over the parameter ranges displayed in figs. 12--14. 

In fig. 14, we exhibit the masses of the CP-even neutral and the charged Higgs masses as a function 



3.2.2 MSSM Higgs mass limits after LEP 

So significant evidenw for a H&g:, signal has been tlt~twtctl at. LEI ’ Il6l’. .Ah ;t whult. on,’ (‘an ol,t.aiii 
bounds on the possible X%&I Higgs parameters. These limits arc~~oft& displa,yetl in the w/.1 tan .i 
plane. although there is addit,ional dependence on various MSSM paramet,ers t,hat effect the radiatiw 
corrections to the Higgs masses as discussed abovc. III reprcsentativc sca11s of’thrt %lSSVI pa,rametrrs, 
rhc> LEP Higgs Working Group [161] finds that m IL > 91.0 GeV and 1rl.4 > 91 .9 GcV at 93% C’L. Tliescx 
limits actually correspond to the large tan 3 region 111 which Z’ll production is supprwwd. as shown m 
fig. 15. In this case, thus quoted Higgs limits arise, as a result of the I1ol1-()1Ih(\rvittioll c,t’ il.1 and H.\ 
production. -4s tan :i iv lowwd. the limit< on I,),, and V,I l~oc~c~rr~c~ IIIOW st~irlgc~nr. III this rc>girlit$. 
that hA-l production is suppressrd while tbp Zh protluc+ion rate apl)roac,hrs its S1\I va111r. Thw. in this 
(‘asp. the SIV Higgs limit applies (717~ 2 114 Gel;) as shown in fig. 151 a). Thr prwiw region of hlSSn1 
Higgs parameter space t,hat is rxcluded dtyends on thr values of t,hc hlSSnl paramet,rrr that cont,rol the, 
Higgs mass radiative corrc~ciions. For c,sample, it conservative exclusion limit is obtained in the> masi111~1 
mixing scenario, since iii this case the prrdict,f~cl valuf~ of 77,fL iLS a function of il/,.l and t&II,: is lll~XllIli~l 
(with respect to changes in the other YK%N parametc’rs). The rxcludcd regions of thr AlSS11 Higg.s 
parameter space based OII t,hc maximal mixing benchmark scenario of ref. jl’,ci], arr shrnm iu fig. I .I,. 
and c,orrcspond to the exclusion of t,ht> rarqy 0.5 < t,an ‘1 < 2.4 at thc1 9.5’;; (‘I.. H0umT1, tlw irlll .- 
c~sclusion region can still br significantly wduwd ((xvcl11 to thr point of allo~ving all 1 m .: \~llries) trv. f f/ 
taking Ilsusy = 2 Tc\- and /q = 180 Gr\’ (which htill lies within thca (‘rrc,r tzt~s of t,tIt’ f:sl~rr.i~r~c~ni;~Il~ 
measured value), and allowing for the thtwrctical uncwtainty in the’ pwdict,ion of IIL;~~’ [16Z]. 

‘“.4t tree level, cq. (46) is a corwquence of the bum rule: C, rn~,,c~~,~~ = f,rlig,;,;,,;. 
_ 

first dfjrivcti in [t-l’ jl3lj. ~r-lic,t i 
the 0, are neutral Higgs bosoms of a multi-Higgs-doublet model and yucc,‘; is the quart,it, colrpling of wut,ral Gold~tuw 
bosoms. (In the MSSM, ,qaai:c; = ig2 co? 2d/ sus2 01~. [2].) A gcrleral discussion of’ related tree-level Higgs mass SUM 
1u1w and bounds can be found in wf [153]. III fact. cq (43) is mow gerwral and ,qjplieh to thrx ~alliat,i\~l!--c,,r~t~~~t~~~i 
XISSXI Higgs sector [159,160] in tllP approxiw&>n wbcrc ttlc ~rwrInalizetl 0 I* detrlrrlirwl a> discussed it1 Svrtilm :(.x I 
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Figure 15: LEPZ contours of the 95% CL exclusion limits for MSSM Higgs sector parameters as a function of t,an /3 and 
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(a) ‘v~h and (b) rn~ (in GeV), taken from ref. [161]. The contours shown have been obtained for MSSM Higgs parameters 
&osm acrording to the maximal mixing benchmark of ref. [156]. 

NO evidence for the charged Higgs boson has yet been found. The LEP Higgs Working Group quotes 
a limit of m+ > 78.6 GeV at 95% CL [163], which holds for a more general non-supersymmetric two- 
Higgs doublet model and assumes only that the H+ decays dominantly into ~+v, and/or cS. Uhough 
the MSSM tree-level bound mH+ > mw can be relaxed somewhat by radiative corrections, the LEP 
bo1mt1 quoted above provides no useful additional constraints on the MSSM Higgs sector. 

3.2.3 Effect of explicit CP-violation on the radiatively-corrected MSSM Higgs masses 

In the Standard Model, CP-violation is due to the existence of phases in the Yukawa couplings of the 
quarks to the Higgs field, which results in one non-trivial phase in the CKM mixing mat,rix. In the 
USSM, there are additional sources of CP-violation. due to phases in the various supersymmetric mass 
parameters. In particular, the gaugino mass parameters (fifz,, i = 1,2,3), the Higgsino mass parameter, 
I,. the bilinear Higgs squared-mass parameter, m,:,, and the trilinear couplings of the squark and slepton 
fields (7) to the Higgs fields, .4f, may carry non-trivial phases. The existence of these Cl? phasr,s can 
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significantly affect the MSSM Higgs sector through one-loop radiative corrections [l64166,153j. 
Note that if one sets /-L = 1’vI, = Af = rnyz, then t,he MSSM Lagrangian possesses two independent 

global U(1) symmetries-a Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry and an R symmetry. (The quantum numbers 
of the MSSM fields with respect to U(1) pa and U(~)R ran be found in refs. [167] and [166].) (lonsc- 
quently, in the MSSM with nonzero values for the above parameters, there are two independent, phase, 
redefinitions of the fields that can be used to remove two phases from /I, M,, Af and rn&. Howrvcyr. 
certain combinations of these parameters remain invariant under such phase redefinitions. The simph~si 
wa)- to determine these combinations is to treat the aforementioned parameters as spurions with quay 
turn numbers under the Ups and U(l)K symmctrics chosen such that the full MSSM Lagrangian ih 
invariant. One can then easily check that the phases of the parameter combinations, arg[~A~(rn~, j*, 

and arg[pn/rZ(m$)*], are indeed invariant under the [T(l) p& and U(l), phase redefinitions of the 1ISS.\l 
fields [167,166]. Therefore, if one of these two quantities is different from zero (modulo 7r), one should 
expect new CP-violating effects induced by t,he product,ion or exchange of supersymmet,ric parti&,h. 

We have already noted that the tree-level Higgs scc‘tor is CP-conserving. This is a consequcsnc’r IJ~ 
the fact that m:, is the only possible complex paramctcr that, appears in the t,rre-level Higgs pot,Cntial 
Th11s the phase of rnf2 can br rot,ated away by r&finiug t,he phases of thP romples Higgs cloul)l(~t~ 
appearing in the Lagrangian. The same field retl&nition impliils that onct m11 choose the, va(‘uuttl 
expectation values of the t,wo Higgs fields to bc real and positive. Howcnver. at t,hc OIIP lool~-l~~~~~l. 
thp Higgs potential acquires a dependence on the paramet,ers ~a,4 and p;Zft through loops ol’ third 
generation squarks and weak gauginos, respectively, which induce non-trivial CP-violating effects. 7‘11~ 
most important of these CP-violating effects is the generation of mixing between the neutral CP-odd and 
W-even Higgs boson states. Therefore, t.he physical nc,utr.al Higgs bosons arp no longer (‘I’-eigenstatcx> 
and the CP-odd Higgs boson mass mii is no longer a physical paramet,er. The charged Higgs lnithh is 
still physical and can be used as an input for the computation of the neut~ral Higgs spcctrunl ol thra 
t,hcory [153]. The Higgs mass spectrum can therefore be quit,e different from the CP-conserving COW. 
For example, a large splitting between the masses of the next-t,o-lightest ant1 the hea\rirst neutral Higas 
bosons is possible if the charged Higgs boson is not too heavy. 

For large values of the charged Higgs mass, the decoupling limit applirs. aud the propertirs oi’ t~tits 
lightest neutral Higgs boson state approach those of ihr~ SV Higgs hoson That is. for mH2 > I!,,~ rirts 
lightest neutral Higgs boson is approximately a CP-even state. with CP-violating couplings thal, a,~ 
suppressed by terms of 0(mf,,./v& ) [168]. In particular. the upper-bound un the lightest neutral Higgs 
hoson mass, which is reached in the decoupling limit. takes the same value as in the CP-consclrvinc: 
case [166]. Nevertheless, there still can be significant mixing between the two heavic>r neutral ma\> 
eigenstates. Quantitatively, the leading contribution to the squared-mass terms that mix C’P-ww ;u1~1 
CP-odd eigenstates, n/lip (in a convention where 71,:~ is real) is of order, 
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Under the reasonable assumption that IpAt < lOM& it is clear that the mixing effects between the 
lightest neutral Higgs boson and the heavier Higgs states are small if the masses of the heavy Higgs 
bosons are larger than 27~. In this limit, the two heavier states are highly degenerate in mass. and 
the CP-violating effects may still lead to non-trivial mixing of the two heavier CP-eigenstates. For 
a detailed study of the Higgs mass spectrum and parametric dependence of the Higgs mass radiative 
corrections, see ref. [153]. 

3.3 Radiatively-Corrected MSSM Higgs couplings 

3.3.1 Renormalization of cos(@ - cr) 

ltadiative corrections also significantly modify the tree-level values of the Higgs boson couplings to 
fermion pairs and to vector boson pairs. As discussed in Section 3.1, the tree-level Higgs couplings 
depend crucially on the value of cos(@ - o). In first approximation, when radiative corrections of the 
Higgs squared-mass matrix are computed, the diagonalizing angle a is shifted from its tree-level value. 
Thus, one may compute a “radiatively-corrected” value for cos(D - CV). This provides one important 
source of the radiative corrections of the Higgs couplings. In fig. 11, we show the effect of radiative 
c,orrections on the value of cos(p - o) as a function of mA for different values of the squark mixing 
parameters and tanp. One can then simply insert the radiatively corrected value of Q into eqs. (20), 
(21) and (28).(33) to obtain radiatively-improved couplings of Higgs bosons to vector bosom and to 
fermions. 

The mixing angle Q which diagonalizes the mass matrix in eq. (40) can be expressed as: 

s,c, = MT2 C’L - sg = My, - M2 

J(TrM2)2 - 4detM2 ’ D J(TrM2)2 - 4 YetM’ 
(48) 

where s, = sina and c, z coscu. Note that if MT2 -+ 0, then either sina -+ 0 (,if My, :> Mz,) 
or cos cr -+ 0 (if MT, < Mi2). At tree level, Mf2 is small for small m.4 and/or large tanY, but it 
cannot, vanish. However, radiative corrections to M’f2 E -(mi + rn~)sL~c~ + 6M:, can be of the same 
order as its tree level value for small values of m..2 and large tan 9. Hence, it is possible for the one- 
loop contribution to approximately cancel the tree-level result (with two-loop corrections to .“I$ small 
(compared to the corresponding one-loop result). For moderate or large values of than B. the vanishing 
of MT, [see eq. (42)] leads to the approximate numerical relation [152]: 

(49) 

where ht, cy, and the weak gauge couplings have been replaced by their approximate numerical values 
at the the electroweak scale. For low values of mA or large values of the squark mixing parameters, a 
cancellation can easily take place. 
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If Mf, e 0 and tan !y is large (values of tan $ ;t 5 are sufficient). t,hr~ r~esult.ing pattern ol Iliggh 
couplings is easy t,o understand. In this limit. M’f, 2 n15 and M& 2 rnra*. its nutcd at the anti of 
Section 3.2.1. Two cases must be treated separa,tcly depending on the value of rn,t. First. if V/A < /nj:I”‘. 
then sin o 5 -1, cos N N 0 and sin A 2 - cos(D-tu) E 1. In t,his case. the lighter CP-even Higgs l~son /I 
is roughly aligned along the @j direction and the heavier CP-even Higgs boson H is roughly aligned along 
the Q)“, direction [see eel. (s)]. In particular, the coupling of H to h6 and T ’ 7 is significant,ly diminished 
(since down-type fermions couple to ai), while the HI*\. couplings [eq. (PO)] arc approximatel?- 1~1ual 
to those of the St,andard Model [since cos’(3 - u) 2 l]. C onseyuently, the branching rat,ios of H into 
qq. S-Y. c?, and Wi L17- can be great,ly enhanced over Standard Node1 expectations [1,2.lSO,lt;!J. I TOj. 
Srcorid, if 711~1 >> mffax t.hen sin (t r” 0 and sin/j N cos o 2 sin(:j -o) 7 1 and the previous consideration. 
for H apply now to A. 

Although it is difficult t.o have an exact cancellation of the off-diagonal element Mf?. in ruble 
regions of the MSSM parameter space. a significant suppression of MT, may tw present. Generically. 
the leading radiative corrections to MT, depend strongly on the sign of the product /L_Y[ (A, z .X, for, 
large tan I!? and moderate AL) and on the value of lAt /. For the same value of S, a change in the sign of 1, 
c.an lead to observable variations in the branching ratio for the Higgs boscnl tlec,av into Ilot torn cleat kh. 
If (12 , 2 11/2, t,hen thr absolute value of Mfz tends to be suppressed [enhancc~d] for value5 of /,. 1, : IJ 
I//_-l, > 01% which implies a similar suppression [rnhanccment] for the coupling of lx,t,torn ctttarks al111 
;-leptons t,o the SWlike Higgs boson. For larger values of IQ 1. the suliprcssion [r~nhancc~rlrrlt] or’cur\ 
for the 0pposiW sign of /~_-l,. 

3.3.2 The decoupling limit revisited 

Radiative corrections can also significantly affect the onset of t,he decoupling limit. Recall tlrat at tret, 
Icvrl [see eq. (IS)], / cos(d - a) / < 1 for nl,r >> 111%; in which case t,he couplings of /L are nearly identical 
to those of the SM Higgs hoson. Including the effects of bM2, WC we eq. (48) to obtain 

c.os(B _ (y) = (MT, - M&J sin 23 - 2M& ~0~2~1 
2(7n$ - 772:) sin(3 - cr) 

tr& sin 4,3 + (bMf, - 6ML ) sin 23 - 2dMf, CDS Z:i ,, 
= 

2(n& - ~22) sin(3 ~ 0) 

Since 6Mc N (3(mi). and 772; - rnz = 771: + O(mi). one finds 

in the limit of 7nA > n?z. where 
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Eq. (51) exhibits the expected decoupling behavior for mA > mz. However, eq. (50) illustrates another 
way in which cos(/3 - c~) = 0 can be achieved-simply choose the MSSM parameters (that govern the 
Higgs mass radiative corrections) such that the numerator of eq. (50) vanishes. That is, 

2rn; sin 2,!j = 2 &MT, - tan 2/? (SMf, - 6M&) (53) 

Note that eq. (53) is independent of the value of mA. For a typical choice of MSSM parameters, 
eq. (53) yields a solution at large tan @. That is, by approximating tan 2p 2 - sin Z/3 N -2,/tan A, one 
can determine the value of /3 at which the decoupling occurs: 

The explicit expressions for bMfJ quoted in eq. (42) confirm that the assumption of tan p >> 1 used to 
derive this result is a consistent approximation because 6Mq, is typically small. We conclude that for 
the value of tan /? specified in eq. (54), cos(p - a) = 0 independently of the value of mA. We shall refer 
to this phenomenon as mA-independent decoupling. From eq. (42), it follows that explicit solutions to 
eq. (53) depend on ratios of MSSM parameters and are thus insensitive to the overall supersymmetric 
mass scale, modulo a mild logarithmic dependence on iVIs/rn.,. 

3.3.3 Corrections to tree-level Higgs-fermion Yukawa couplings 

IVe have seen in Section 3.3.1 that Higgs couplings are modified at one loop due to the renormalization 
of the CP-even Higgs mixing angle cy. Additional contributions from the one-loop vertex corrections 
bo tree-level Higgs couplings must also be considered [171&174]. These corrections are typically small 
and therefore do not alter significantly the pattern of Higgs couplings. However, at large tand, the 
c,orrections to Higgs-fermion Yukawa couplings can be enhanced. and thus require a careful analysis. 

In the supersymmetric limit, bottom quarks only couple to @j and top quarks only couple to Qt. 
However, supersymmetry is broken and a small coupling of the bottom quark [top quark] to @t [@:I 
will be generated from the one-loop Yukawa vertex corrections. These results can be summarized by an 
effective Lagrangian that describes the coupling of the Higgs bosons to the third generation quarks:” 

lgDue to weak isospin breaking one should allow for different radiatively induced couplings to charged and neutral 
Higgs bosons. For example, one should write AhbbRbL@ -t A&b&LB; in place of Ah&RQi+fi, etc. To the extent 
that weak isospin breaking effects are small in the loop diagrams that generate Aha and Ail,, it follows that Ahb N A& 
(and similarly for the other radiatively generated coefficients), and we may use eq. (55) as written. 
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implying a modification of the tree-level relations between ht! hb and l)lt. /12h as follows [lT5.17G~lZ!.lfi~: 

The dominant contribut,ions to Ab are tanI%enhanced; with & z (Ahbjhbj tan ~3: for tan? >> 1. bllb/‘hi, 
provides a small correction t,o A*. In the same limit, A1 E 6hl//t,. with ttw additional contribution of 
(&/l~~) cot p providing a small correction.- “’ Explicit,ly. one finds that f(~r :21.;, ‘-;l > ,I,;/ (whrw .\I,\I \%, 
represents a typical supersymmetric mass that appears in the loops) irrI(l ii~r tan i > I jl T.3~lTCi.l I1 

whrrc LY,$ 5 gi/&; .Ui is the, gluino mass, AIIg, 2 are the bottom squark mashes. anti smaller clec,tr w~~i~k 
cwrwctions have been ignored The loop integral Z(,J~. h’. c”) is givru 1)~. 

Z(a. 0, c) = 
a’b’ In(a2/b’) + b’c’ln(b’L/c’L) + ?a” Irl(c”/nL) 

($ _ b2)(&2 _ (:2)((,,2 _ $) i iAl I 

and is of order l/max(a2, b’. c’) when at least one of it,s arguments is large wmparcd tcJ /t/$. Zorc’ 
that the Higgs coupling proportional to LVI~ is a mauifrstation of the broken supw+mrnctr’~ in the loo 
rnergy theory: hence. At, does not. decouple in t,he limit of large values of the supcrsymmetry breaking 
~uasses. Indeed, if all supers,vmmetry breaking mass parameters (and lb) are scaled by- a ~m~mon factor. 
the correction &, remains constant. 

Similarly to the case of the bottom quark. the relation between IIS, and the HiggsAau-Lipton lilkaw 
coupling h, is modified: 

112, = %(I + A,). (bi, 

The correction A, contains a contribution from a tau slepton- neutralinu loop (depending on rhr IVU 
tau-slepton masses A& and A& and t,he mass parameter of the g component of t,he nwtralino. 31; ) 

““Brcause the one-loop rorrections 6hb, Ahb, 6ht and -Iht depend only ou E’ukawa and gauge couplings and rlw 
supersymmetric particle masses. they contain no hidden tan jj enhancements [177]. 
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and a tau sneutrino-chargino loop (depending on the tau sneutrino mass MfiT, the mass parameter of 
the @* component of the chargino, Mz, and IL). It is given by [176,144]: 

where CV:, c g2/47r and cri E gf2/47r are the electroweak gauge couplings. Since corrections to h, are 
proportional to oi and 02, they are expected to be smaller than the corrections to hb. 

From eq. (55) we can obtain the couplings of the physical Higgs bosons to third generation fermions. 
The resulting interaction Lagrangian is of the form: 

(63) 

Using eqs. (56) and (57), one obtains: 

ghbb = -- ~b~(i+~(~-~b)(l+cotocotB)], 

(67) 

(68) 

and the r couplings are obtained from the above equations by replacing mb, Ab and 6hb with m7, 
A, and 6h,, respectively. In addition, one must employ the renormalized value of cr in the above 
formulae to incorporate the radiative corrections discussed in section 3.3.1. In writing out the Higgs- 
top quark couplings above, we found it convenient to express the results in terms of A, and Aht/ht, since 
A, ‘v Sht/ht and the corresponding contribution of Aht/ht is tan /3 suppressed [eq. (57)]. Alternatively, 
eqs. (64)-(69) can be rewritten in a more symmetrical form by using eqs. (56) and (57) to eliminate Ab 
and A, from the numerators of the corresponding expressions. 
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At large tan p, terms involving & Ix tan 0 [eq. (X3)] provide the dominant curlections t,o the neul.ral 
Higgs couplings to bb. The corrections proportional to 6hb/h b see eqs. (55) and (56) and the discussion [L 
that, follows] are never tan [j-enhanced and are thclrcfore numc~rically nnimport.ant. The sign c lf ..I,, ih 
governed by the sign of MG/r, since the bottom-squark gluino loop gives t 11~ dominallt c.ont.ribillion tI 1 
ty. (58). Thus. in a convention where ;2!, > 0, thrl radiativrly ctrrrcxcted c,oupling g ,,,h IS supl)r~~~l 
(enhanced) with respect t,o it,s tree level value for p > 0 (/L < 0). In contrast. i.he radiative c.cJrr.tTr%ion.i 
to Y,,~& and gHbb have a more complicated dependence on the supersymmetric parameters dutl tjo t hc’ 
drpcndence on the CP-even mixing angle cv. Since a and & are govcmcd hp different combinatitrns of 
the supersymmetry breaking parameters. it is difficult to exhibit in a ~irnplr way ihc bebavlor cut’ t tit, 
radiatively corrected c.ouplings of the C’P-rvrn Higgs IIOSOIIS to fhr, l)r~t toni quarks >IS PI function of i IIC~ 
I\lSSM parameters. 

Assuming that, weak isospin breaking efIects in tht> loop c,orrclct iorrs to the> rharg~~tl IIigg:, I~‘I.ILIIOII 

Irtkalva couplings are small (see foot,notc 19), then g,, ,b [tlcfinctl ill t%q (63); ih gi!-pii l)! 

with a similar form for yf, 1,_7 i- with the replacements noted belo\?- ~1. ( G!J! 

3.3.4 Effects of explicit CP-violation 

In Section 3.2.3, we noted the possibility of mixing between the CP-even and W-odd eigenstates clut~ 
to CP-violating effects that enter via the one-loop radiative corrections. In this case. the neutral scalar 
mass eigenstates, denoted by El, (i = 1,2:3). are determined by diagonalizing a 3 x 3 squared-mass 
matrix. Thus, one can no longer parameterize the various Higgs couplings in terms of the CP-eve 
Higgs mixing angle U. It is convenient to work in a convention where the two vacuum cspectat.ion 
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Figure 16: (a) Lightest and next-to-lightest neutral Higgs masses and (b) relative couplings (normalized to the SM) of 
the three neutral Higgs bosom to the Z (or W) as a function of the phase of .4t for the indicated choires of the MSSM 
parameters. Solid [dashed] lines are for arg(hlp) = 0” [90”]. Taken from ref. [153]. 

values are real and positive (by absorbing any potential phases into the definition of the Higgs field) so 
that tan p = u,/v~ as before. Then, eqs. (7) and (8) are replaced by 

H, = (fiRea: - v~)O~~ + (v?Re@i - v,)Ozz + \/z (ImQisinb + Im@‘:,cosB) OzL, 

where 0 is a 3 x 3 real orthogonal matrix. 

(71) 

In the CP-violating case, vector boson pairs Vb* (I’ = Iv or Z) couple to all three nrut,ral Higgs 
mass eigenstates, Hi, with [166] 

&&VI/ = oli cos d + 0~~ sin/j (72) 

Fig. 16 shows the dependence of the Higgs masses and the HiZZ squared-couplings on the phase of At 
for a particular choice of MSSM parameters [as indicated in fig. 16(a)]. Clearly, these couplings can 
depend sensitively on the phases of the complex supersymmetry-breaking parameters that generate the 
mixing of t,he CP-even and CP-odd scalar eigenstates through one-loop radiative effects. 

The couplings of 1’ to a pair of neutral Higgs bosons are given by gH,fj3Z(pH, - pi,). whel the 
momenta JJH, and pi, point into the vertex, ,yH,H,Z is antisymmetric under the interchangr of N, and 
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HI. and [166] 
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Using the orthogonality of 0 (and det 0 = l), it is easy to derive the relation [166]:‘! 

The sum rules of eqs. (22)-(24) are then easily extended: 

C gi,c,, = gf.mt. __. 
I / .)/ 

which when combined with eq. (74) yields 

The couplings of a neutral Higgs boson to H-W’+ are given by ,qHSHm u.+(pH, -- p,,- ji where the 
momenta pn- and pH, point into the vertex, and [166] 

g&F-W+ = [gH,H+W-]* = .+g [Oi, sin p - 02% cos 1) - iO&] (78) 

Another consequence of the CP-violating effects in the scalar sector is that all neutral Higgs scalars 
can couple to both scalar and pseudoscalar fermion bilinear densities (&J and &,$, respectivelv). The 
couplings of the mass eigenstate Hi to fermions depend on the loop-corrected fermion Yukawa couplings, 
hb,tr 6&, Aht,,tr and on tan p and the O,i. It is convenient to adjust the phases of the fields so that the 
quantities hb + 6hb + Ahb tan ,B and ht + bht + Ah, cot /3 are both real and positive [i.e.. the physical 
fermion masses are still given by eqs. (56) and (57)]. The resulting expressions are a straightforward 
generalization of those presented above for the CP-conserving case [153]: 

179) 

“One can easily check that eqs. (20) and (21) axe recovered in the CP-conserving limit,, where (II,, Hz, H3) = ,\I. H. ..I:. 
022 = -011 = sina, 012 = 021 = coscy, 0 ss = 1, and all other elements Oj, vanish. 
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with 

1 

g’abb = hb + bhb + Ahb tan p 
Re(hb + bhb) 2 

022 
+ Re(Ahb) - cos /!? 

_ [Im(hb + bhb) tanp - Im(Ahb)] Osi} , 

1 

g’Zbb = hb + 6hb + Ahb tan /? 11 
Re (Ahb) - Re(hb + dhb) tan p 1 

Osz 

Oli 
- Im(hb -t 6hb) - - 

022 

cos p 
Im(Ahb) - 

cos /!7 1 

1 

“‘tt = ht + 6ht + Aht cot p 
Re(ht + Sht) $$ + Re(Aht) s 

(80) 

(81) 

_ [ Im(h, + 6h,) cot B - Im(Ah,) ] O,, } . (82) 

1 

g&t’ = ht + 6ht + Ahtcot/3 
Re(Aht) - Re(ht + bht) cot p ] OZz 

02% at 
- Im(h + 6ht) 7 - Im(Aht) r sin p sm fi 

, (83) 

where the Higgs scalar couplings are normalized with respect to the corresponding SM values. 
For large values of the charged Higgs boson mass and for heavy supersymmetric particles, the ex- 

pressions of the lightest neutral Higgs boson coupling to fermions reduce to those of the (CP-conserving) 
SM Higgs boson, as expected for the decoupling limit. In contrast, the two heavy neutral Higgs bosons 
are still admixtures of CP-even and CP-odd eigenstates; hence, CP-violating effects are still present in 
the heavy neutral Higgs sector. However, due to the high degeneracy in mass of the heavy scalar sector 
(especially in the decoupling limit), CP-violating effects may be difficult to observe without precision 
measurements of the heavy neutral Higgs properties. 

The couplings of the charged Higgs bosons to fermions are of the form Lint = bgHet6 tH_ + h.c., 
ailh 

limb Ahb 
gH-d = -----tanp- __ 

II cos p 

One can check that for real Ahb and Aht, this result is equivalent to eq. (70) [with the same caveats noted 
in footnote 191. An explicit computation of the CP-violating H-tb vertex and its phenomenological 
implications can be found in ref. [178]. 
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3.4 MSSM Higgs Boson Decay Modes 

In the ILESM. we must consider t,he decay properties of three ncsutral Higgs bosons and CJIIC- chaIgt4 
Higgs pair. ” In the region of parameter space where IIL,., > mz i~ntl the masse‘s of s~lprrs~r~~rrlc~t rig. 
particles are large, the decoupling limit applies, and wvr find that the properties of h are i~~distii~gllish;~t,II. 
from t,hr SM Higgs boson. If supersymmet.rir partic+s are light. thPn the dec.oupling limit ~CJPS III It 
strictly apply even in the limit, of III.~ > 711%. In partic,ular, thcx h branching ratios art’ rnodifi4. if l11(! 
decays of h into supersymmetric particles are kinclmatically allowed. In addition. if light suptq,ar t u(‘r’,. 
c,xist, that can couple to photons and/or gluons, t,hen the one-1001~ q,y and : : tlccqy ratcsx nuul~l also 
tlcviate from the corresponding Standard Model Higgs decay rates duca to t,he rxtra c.ontribution ot’ ItIt, 
light superpartners appearing in the loops. In both cases. the heavier Higgs htat,tLh; tl, .! anal H.. an 
roughly mass degenerate. and t,heir decay branching ratios depend cruc~ially on tan i ;I:, sh~nvn t A(~~~ 

For wlu~s of ‘rn.., b O(mz). all Higgs boson stat,cs lie b&N r 200 (:Y\. in mass. In this paI~;ltu~‘i~‘l 
rqime, there is a sign&ant area of the pa,rametrr space in which noncl of t,hcx nrutral Iliggs bosom IINX> 
prop&& approximatc,s that, of the‘ SYI Higgs boson. For tan d :> 1. i,hc 1rsultirlg Higgs I’htrltrrllc~ll~)ll,~~ 
shoa-s marked differcnccxs from t,hat of chc SM Higgs Gosorr [I i’9. III I,;rrticxlal., radiat,i~-(~ c~~Jrl(~~~~t LOLL 
con significant,ly modi[y thrl bb and/or t htb T’ T cl~ny rates witlr r~spc~‘i to those 01’ tht* SU 1Jigg.v 
boson. as noted in Section 3.3.3. .Iddit,ionally. thr Higgs tjosons can tlrcay into IIV\V c~tl;tnnt,l,+. 13il h(tt, 
containing lighter Higgs bosoris or supersymmetric, patticlcs. In th(, follclning. t ilcx (Iw;~vs oi the, ucwt I ni 
Higgs bosons h, H and .A and thr decays of charged Higgs bosons aret rliscllssr(l with par tic&l eml)h;t,,i,. 
011 diffcrrnces from Standard .\Io&l cxpe(,tat,ions. 111 thcj following tlixc,lis<ioil. lvfa i5hit)il r~~hlili~ iot 
I MI ,i = 3 and 30 to illustrate th(, tiiffrrcnc,c, 11et w(‘c~n ,‘lon” aucl ‘,hlgh” t ii11 4. ‘f-ire IWulis sllo\\-n trc~liln 
include the effects of the dominant radiativr c,orrrc,tions. which aHiBc,t I~rlr ttlc, massex arltl the c~c)r~~~lil~g\ 
of the Higgs sector as described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. 

In order to display results for Higgs branching rat,ios: we must choose a Sl’l of MSS\I ~JararllctcI’Y 

We fix tanp (for two representat,ive choices) and vary ~1 from it,s 1X1’ qjerimental lower bound of 
90 GeV up to 1 TeV. In addition. the gluino and MSSh~l squark mass paramctrrs have been chosen t,r) 1~ 
:Ilslls~ = Mi = MQ = !llcr = ,111l = 1 TcV. t,he squark mixing parameter .Y , :: _,-I, -/” c,ot 2 = 2. l_Zls, \J 
and thr gaugino mass matrix paramt>tcrs. 1, = ?I? 2 261, = I TIN\‘. This differs sornr~wtla~ f’rorIl I 1~ 

masimal mixing benchmark scenario of ref. [156]. Nc’vcrtheless, t,hra KLIW (of ,,fli is still ~:losc to masi~lI,-~l 
(for fixed m.,l and tan 5); so wvc mill cont,inue io loosrly refer t,o thc~ HIXRY~ c,hoiccT of MSSM paran~c~l~rx 
as a maximal mixing sc,cnario. Our motivation for c~hoohing t,hcj gaugiucr uii~ss ~~ir;l~~lrtc~I:, I;~I~P i:, 10 

avoid possible supersymmrtric, decay nlotles for the> Higgs ~OSOIE, for liiggs IIIRSWS IWIIJU 1 ‘r~\’ 1\‘, 

shall briefly comment on possible supcrsymmrtric~ decay rrlotlrs at, the’ pn(l of I his svc~t,ioll 

The branching ratios for h and H as a function IIf their masst’> iir,’ hnvr: 111 fig 1; is i,, i :.;hric,k 

from 90 Ge\’ to 1 TeV. with the SISSY paramrtrrs as specified abovr. irl.2 (:I,\. 2 ,,,i, ,:_ L lb\. \VJIPI~ 
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Figure 17: Branching ratios of the MSSM Higgs bosons h and H, with tan B = 3 and 30, respectively. Final states labeled 
above include the possibility of one off-shell final state particle below the corresponding two-particle decay threshold. The 
above plots were made under the assumption that the average top and bottom squark masses are 1 TeV and topsquark 
mixing is maximal, In this case, mra” N 115 GeV (125.9 GeV) for tanb = 3 (30), corresponding to the limit of large 
m,.i. is indicated by the vertical line in the two left-side plots. The range of rn~ shown corresponds to varying mu 
bel.ween 90 GeV and 1 TeV, while mh > 100 GeV corresponds to mu > 139 GeV (104 GeV) for tanp = 3 (30). Other 
supersymmetric parameters have been chosen such that there are no supersymmetric particle decay modes in the Higgs 
mass ranges shown above. 
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tan5 = 3 and 126.1 Ge\’ 5 mfr 2 1 Tel’ when tan8 = 30. In contrast. most, of the variation in UJ \ 
occurs for values of mh a few GeV below mrax. Thus, we also exhibit, in fig. 18(a) the branching ratios 
for 1~ and H for tan@ = 30 and Higgs mass values of mrax I3 GeV. This reveals a detailed pattern of 
branching ratios that is not easily visible in fig. li’. The branching ratios for .A and H+ as ;L functi~~l, 
of their masses are shown in fig. 19. 

The t,otal Higgs decay widths as a function of the corresponding Higgs mass are shown in iig. 1st /I! 
for the two cases of tan,8 = 3 and 30 (and the other relevant hJSSM parameters as described above’). 
Note that for large values of t,he Higgs mass, the corresponding widths are considerably smaller than 
that, of the SM Higgs bosom This is due to the suppressed HL’1. couplings at large Higgs mass and to 
the absence of tree-level izVV and H+W-Z couplings. One can also check that in t,he decoupling limit 
(m.1 >> mu), the total width of h, coincides with that of h sb~. This is illustrated by replotting the h (ard 
H) widths on the same plot as the hshl width [see fig. d(h)]. In particular: not,? that the dashed and 

dot-dashed h contours in fig. -2(b) approach the hs~ contour as mh reaches its maximal value. (which 
c.orresponds to the limit of large rnA at fixed tanp). It is interesting to not,e that in the opposite limit 
rlf small m,t (especially at large tan B), cos(p - 0) + 1 and it. is H that assumes many of the properties 
of hSh1. However, there can still be deviations in the Hbb coupling from the c.orresponding Standard 
\lodel value at large tan 8. as noted below eq. (35). This explains why the H cont,ours in fig. -l(l)) 
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Figure 19: Branching ratios of the MSSM Higgs bosons A and H+, with tana = 3 and 30, respectively. Final 
states labeled above include the possibility of one off-shell final state particle below the corresponding two-particle decay 
threshold. The above plots were made under the assumption that the average top and bottom squark masses are 1 TeV 
and top-squark mixing is maximal. The range of mHh shown corresponds to varying mu between 90 GeV and 1 TeV. 
Other supersymmetric parameters have been chosen such that there are no supersymmetric particle decay modes in the 
Higgs mass ranges shown above. 
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&I not quite coincide with the result of the hsh, comour as ULH approaches its lower limrt (with 1 iu 
discrepancy bet,ween the H and h shl contours more pronounced at, large tan J). 

The branching ratios and widths in figs. 17 ~19 hare been computc~d using a modified x;ersion IJ~ 
the HDECAY program [ISO] t.hat incorporates the leading radiative correct~ions t,o the Higgs couplings 
discussed in Section 3.3.‘” The decay modes h. H, .1 t bb, T ids dominate the neutral Higgs dr~a,~ 
modes when tan fi is large for all values of the Higgs masses. For s~r~all tan ;-1. I hcse motles are signiticant 
for neutral Higgs masses below 2~1, (although there are ot,her compct.ing rntrtie?; in I his mass range,). 
whereas the if decay mode dominat.es ahole the tt dvray thresh~ll~l, In (oIIIIx~I 111 thr S\I Higgs 

lwson. the vrct,or boson tlcca~- modes of H arc> strongly s~~~~pr~~sscci AI laro~ 1’ ’ /ii,, IIIW tu tlrl, xllppress~‘cl 

H1-1. couplings in the drcout)ling limit. For t,he charged Higgs I)IMIII. H ’ ~. 7 1’ dominates belong i/j 
I hrc~sholtl. while H+ + tl cl~~minates for Iargo valneh of ,li,i k ,\uid t lint, tinal hl nl,es labc~lcti in fig<. I7 
xld 19 include the possibility of one off-shell final state part,ic,ie I~lon the cx)rrcsponding two-part irk> 
dt:c,ay t,hreshold [181]. F- 01 csimiyle. for ~II,,.. c 111, + III{,. the /h contour shown in fig. 19 ;~tuall~ 
c,orresponds to an off-shell t ctuark that, dec;rvs to bll’: ‘That is. in this niils5 rr~gi~~rl tlil, tb I’r,rttl,t:i 
corresponds tn the branchirrg I’: rtio for the lhree-l)ody tlec,a\; I-I- + Il.+bb I his rlfY ii! rnrltlc (‘illi i0, 
especially significant at moderat,e valuc~s of tan ;? due 10 the large, Higgs-tcrl) 1 trkawa couplin:: 

As in the Standard ~Ilodcl case. t,hc partial dcc;rJ- widths of tht’ neutral Hi&g:, t)rlsons rrrt,o b/i id , I 
arc’ educed hy about 50 7.5% when Q,CTI correci.ions arc inc~lutlerl ii .T,.. t)v t~rnplovirig rurininl: ~t112rrk 
tnass~s in t,hc decay width formulae). whereas t.he C.&XI correctiorrs WV 1~s signific.ant tier Higgs ~l(~.avs 
int.o tt [29]. The effects of the QCL) radiative corrections OII the c.h;ugerl Higgs tnarrching rai it 1s ‘1x2: art 
signiticant in the region of tan $ where t.he C,S anti T+V, &cay mo~l~.s itr(’ c’c~~t~p+jt itivr, art for Iarg,> vainly 
of tan !i for the decay mode H’ + tb (and for H ’ i 11.‘h7, IAJW Ih I tiI?\hcrltl ,1x:3; I \<ltiit il!n;rl 
superspmmctrir radiative corrections tliscussrtl in SCY,~ ion :3.:3 citn itlho 5i~ttifi(.inttlv affec.1 1 hr> tltgg, 
boson partial widths. Somr of’ t,luw corrections cm lw absort~etl irlt o I 1113 etfe~.t i\re trrismg angle 0 j ! T:J, 

a> shown in Section 3.3. I. -1s a consequeme of this ttrtivcxrsal currc~c~t~c~u. t II(~ ~~<llIplirIg of’ h IG i,i/ .III<I 

T + I call tJ? suppressrd fo1 SIIli~ll 112 _L iUId large tan ,i. For thfl li I bh (IWIV \sIlltll. tl1c. alllwL“,\ lllllir’i I’ll’ 

lxxrrctions [132,171 1741 proportional t,o the strorrg coupling Iconstant II. an<! t,lle I-Iiggs-t,~J1> qrrxt, 
\i~kawa coupling /z, cm bc significant, for largr values of ,, mti t;lII i .\s slit~w~~ itI i;ec~ticln :I :i.:i. t Iif: 
dfwt, can be interprcWd a5 iL corroct,ion to the t,re~~-level rclat ion tIc~tn.~~t~n iiij, ,intl i,; 

III addition to the decay modes of’ the ncntral IIiggs t)oson:, IIIIO fr~rmiorl ;ttrci g;rrtgc I~IISI,II irtiirr 
states, there exist new Higgs decay c~hannels t,hat involve scalars of 1.11(, t~xt~cn(led Higgs sec,ttor an11 SW 
persymmetric final states. The unambiguous observation of t.hrsc~ ~I~odcs (as wll ah my tleca,~~ mo~lc CI~ 
a charged scalar) . 11 ,l ,I . sou ( c rdr y constitute direct evidence of new ph>sic,s tx~vontl I tiv ,Standartl iIoth+ 
Higgs decays mto chargmos. neutrahnos and third-generation scluarks and slcptorrs (‘irtt I~c~ome imrmr- 

‘,‘For the maximal mixing choice of MSSRI parameters rwd in fig5 17 19. w iilld _!u c l1.i.i Iill ,;i:, / = .1!, 1,s. i,i:<! 
iri 1 dud tanj3. the partial widths of H. .A + bb md H+ + th land likcwiw ihr c ~~~rt~rp~n~lin:: I 01 ai ~vtrith I arc’ siq’pt~‘,“~ 
t)b a firtor of about (1 + If,)” mit,h rrsprct to thr correspmdi~ig twr-lwrl wh111t, 
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tar& once they are kinematically allowed [184]. One interesting possibility is a significant branching 
rat,io for the decay of a neutral Higgs boson to the invisible mode ij:Xy (where ,qy is the lightest super- 
symmetric particle). In such a scenario, the discovery of this neutral Higgs boson would be difficult at a 
hadron collider [185]. In contrast, at lepton colliders, methods exist for detecting an invisibly decaying 
Higgs hoson by observing a peak in the missing mass recoiling against the produced 2. 

3.5 MSSM Higgs Boson Production at Hadron Colliders 

3.5.1 Cross-sections at hadron colliders 

The product.ion mechanisms for the SM Higgs boson at hadron colliders can also be relevant fi3r the 
production of the MSSM neutral Higgs bosons. However, we must take into account the possibility 
of (Jnhanced or suppressed couplings (with respect to those of t.he Standard Model). For example, 
the HI*1- couplings are very suppressed in the decoupling limit. and tree-level .41,‘1Y couplings are 
completely absent. On the other hand, at large tan ,i’. typically two of the three neutral Higgs couplings 
to bottom-type quarks are enhanced. These effects can significantly modify the neutral Higgs production 
cross-sect,ions. New production mechanisms must be considered for charged Higgs production. 

As in the case of Higgs branching ratios, the predicted cross-sections are sensitive t,o the MSSM 
Higgs parameters. Again, we consider two representative values of tan B: a low value of tan 13 = 3 and 
a high value of tanp = 30. We then vary m,d, evaluate the other Higgs masses, and compute each 
Hipgs cross-section as a function of the corresponding Higgs mass. The Higgs masses and cross-sections 
rlrpc’nd on other MSSM parameters through radiative corrections. As in Section 3.4. we work in a 
maximal sqnark mixing scenario in which the value of mh for a fixed choice of tan /3 and II~,_A is maximal. 
111 addit,ion, because the squark masses are assumed t,o be heavy (of order 1 TeV). potential supersym- 
rnctric contributions to the one-loop Higgs-gluon-gluon vertex (due to squark loops) are suppressed. 
Cross-sections for neutral MSSM Higgs production at the Tevatron and the LHC are shown in figs. 20 
and 21 respectively. The dominant Higgs production mechanism over much of the MSSM paramcltcr 
spxcc is gluon-gluon fusion, which is mediated by hravy top and bot,tom quark triangk loop:, and the 
co1 responding suprrspmmetric partners [186-1881. Thr gluon-gluw fusion results show-rr in figs. 20 
ant1 21 include NLO QCD corrections [189].2’1 

Thr c,ross-sections for the production of the neut,ral CP-even Higgs bosons (4 = h or H) \:ia gauge 
boson fusion I-*1’* + 4 (1. = W or 2) [G] and via the process 44 + 1’* + I,‘$ [42], including first- 
order QCD corrections,25 are also exhibited in figs. 20 and 21. Recall that the CP-even scalar 4 has 
S1I-like couplings to the vector bosons in two cases: (i) in the decoupling regime for the lightest Higgs 
boson, where 4 = h and (ii) for large tan ,8 and low ma, where d = H. In either case. ihc Shl-like 

“.A rt’cont computation of the NXLO QCD correcticms to .+I product~ion via gluon fusion exhibits a 20- 30% in{ tease 
vvvr thr wrresponding NLO cross-section [190]. 

“The sup’rs~rrlmetric-QCD corrections due to thr rxchawg of virtual quarks and gluinos are known to lw will [188]. 
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Figure 20: Neutral MSSM Higgs production cross-sections at the Tevatron [& = 2 Tc\:] for gluon fusion y!, -i , ’ 
vector-boson fusion gq + qqV*V* + qqh, qqH, vector-boson bremsstrahlung y4 + 1.’ + /LI’/HI. and the assocL~t~d 
production 99, qq + @bb/& including all known QCD corrections, where 4 = h. H or A [32,3-l. As in fig. .S. in the wruu 
boson fusion process, qq refers to both ud and qq scattering. The four panels exhibited above show- (a) h H pruduchrn 
for tan9 = 3; (b) A production for tan B = 3, (r) h, H production for t,an/i = 30, (d) .-I produrtion fur tan ‘i = 30 
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Figure 21: Neutral MSSM Higgs product,ion cross-sections at the LHC [& = 14 TeV] for gluon fusion 99 + 0, vwtor- 
boson fusion qq + qqV*V* --t qqh, qqH, vector-boson bremsstrahlung qQ --t V’ -+ hV/HV and the associated production 
q.q,qq + @6/@t including all known QCD corrections, where $I = h, H or A [34,44]. The four panels exhibitctd above 
show t,he cross-section in pb 21s. the Higgs mass, ranging from 90 GeV to 1 TeV, for (a) h, H production for tan ,!j = 3, 
ibi A production for tan/5 = 3, (c) h, H production for tanB = 30, (d) A production for tanp = 30. For comparison, 
the cross-section for gluon-gluon fusion to a SM Higgs boson is also shown. 
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Higgs scalar, 4, has a mass less than or about. qua1 to 130 Gc\“. ar~cl t11tj c,c,rl,c‘sI)(,llding CI‘US,Z-W~~II~ JII~ 
f’or I ‘*I .a + Q and CJCJ + I -* + I rrj are phenomenologically relevant. The, other !non-SWlike) CP-r,vw 
scalar has suppressed couplings to 1-l ‘. and the corresponding cross-wc.ticjus itr(l generally I.CKJ small I o 
Iw observed. 

Higgs boson radiation off bottom quarks becomes important, for large, ian i in thr .\lSSI11. wht~r~~ I iw 
Higgs coupling to botton-type ferrnions is enhanced. Thus. the thrwrtical predictions, including i’uli 
NLO computations, arc crucial for realistic simulations of t,hc X,ISSII~ Higgs signals in thrsc ~~ha~nnrls.LL~ 
Aloreover. as discussed in Section 3.3.3, vertex cwrections to the bho coupling play a VIW irnportarlt 
role in enhancing or suppressing (depending on t,hc‘ SISSY paramcjtctrsi thtw pr‘otluc.ti~~n ~rwwwtlcw- 
at large tan 8 [152,160.170]. 

\Ve now turn to charged Higgs product,ion. If ,li,,i < in, ~ u,,,. t IICII N ’ i’im t)fL podded II, iiil 
(I~YxJ- of’thc top quark \-ia t + bH- (and t + hHm) :IYz]. The- f + bli’ ~IIY;L~ rriotlc~ <‘a~, tw cr)rnprl i iI\ CI 

with the dominant Standard Model decay motic~. / -+ bTC.+. d~~ptwln~(: OII thus value of tan :i. X. AIIAVII 
in fig. 22(a) for mIi+ --= 1X Gc\‘. This figure, taken from wf. [ 193! illl~strat,c~s 11~ Pffwts of includi~~g 
one-loop radiatiw corrwtions. The, curwd lab&d BRQ(.,,. which inc~q~ a[(~ I 11~3 ~nt~-l~q~ ()<‘I1 
cwrcctions (first computcttl in ref. [194]). is applicable 1.0 a more grner;11 ilrl)rl-~~lpc~rs~r~~lr~(~tri(~j 7~11~~-li 
two-Higgs doublc,t ~rlotlf~l [hasrfl OII t,he trcw-lewl Iliggs-fermion ~011~11ings OF WIS. I 28) I :S)‘. Soft, t li;lt 
the sllpf,rs~nilnetri~ wrr~f~ctions C'ilIl he pilrticlllarl~- hignificanl at large* titri ,i tl1111 III the* ~~Hi~l,t of Ah w 
t’q. (TO)] depending on thca choir of I’ISSXl paramc’tcrs. A fill1 i~nc*-l~,op triil~.IliiIl.iotl i~f l‘lf 1 11 !il 
ill thr, MSSM including all sources of largcl I’ukawa cwplings (XII 1~ f;~tmrl in IV& ~ i95j aud -l’J:i~ \ 
twat~rnent including rfwunrnntion of the leading CjClI cluantum cff+~t.~ ;Intl I 11(’ dominant ccrntriblli il,il, 
f’rom loop f&cts arisiug from sul)crs~nlrrlc,tri~ particle cxxchangc, VU 1,~ Iijrlntl in rrf’. [I 5%. 

For III,,+ < rn, -. UQ,. the t,Ot,iLl c,ross-section for c,hargNl I-l&Es ~)~otlrlc~i ir)n j ill l,llss ilclIIi,!\ -w~,ji ii 

;ij)l’rosinlation) is then givcxii by:” 

ff (f/i, f /-I-: t- 4) = (1 -. $3lI[i -> bll.‘,‘) IJ!///’ -* ii r \ i \-;! 

\I’it,h ~(pp + tt) E 7 1111 at ,,A = 2 TeI and a(~11 + if) ‘cz 1 nh at “‘.Y = 1-l ‘II%\’ [l!Kj. wughl~- i lOU ir 

pairs per detector will be produced per year in Run 2a of the Tevat,run (assuming a yearly luminlosity 
of 2 fK’), while about. 107 10” ti pairs will be produced at the LHC (assuming a yearly luminc,sity,, (,t 
10 100 fi-I). Folding in the top quark branching ratio. it is a simple rnat,tcbr to compute t,hc inc.lusiw 
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Figure 22: (a) Branching ratio for t + bH + in the MSSM as a function of tan/3 for mu+ = 120 GeV. ‘The three 
curves shown are the results of a computation that (i) is at tree-level; (ii) includes one-loop QCD corrections; and (iii) 
incorporates both one-loop &CD, electroweak and the effects of MSSM particle exchange (taken from ref. [193]); the 
parameters chosen in (iii) correspond to a rather light supersymmetric spectrum: A4g = 300 GeV, Mi, = 100 GeV, 
,!1i,, = 150 GeV, At = Ab = 300 GeV, M2 = 150 GeV, and MC = MC = 200 GeV. Curves (i) and (ii) are also applicable 
tu a Model-II two-Higgs doublet model without supersymmetry. (b) The charged Higgs production cross-section at the 
LHC near the threshold for t + bH+ for tan p = 3 (taken from ref. [199]). 

Aarged Higgs cross-section. For values of mH+ near mt, the width effects are important. In addition, 
the full 2 + 3 processes pp + H+?b+X and 171~ -+ H-tb+.Y must be considered. In this case eq. (85) no 
longer provides an accurate estimate of the charged Higgs cross-section [198], as illustrated in fig. 22(b) 
(taken from ref. [199]). The results of fig. 22(a) imply that for m+ < mt - mb, the discovery of the 
charged Higgs boson at the Tevatron and/or LHC (given sufficient luminosity) is possible if tan [j > 1 
or tan B s 1 (the latter is theoretically disfavored). The precise bound on tan/j (as a funct,ion of mH+) 
tl(>prnds somewhat on the details of the other MSSM Higgs parameters. 

If m,+ > mt - mb, then charged Higgs boson production occurs mainly through radiation off a 
t,hird generation quark. Single charged Higgs associated production proceeds via the 2 -+ 3 partonic 
processes gg, @ + t&H- (and the charge conjugate final state). As in the case of b&M production, large 
logarithms ln(m&/lmi) arise for m_+ > mb due to quasi-on-shell t-channel quark exchanges, which 
(~111 be resummed by absorbing them into the b-quark parton densities. Thus, the proper procedure 
for computing the charged Higgs production cross-section is to add the cross-sections for gh + tH- 
and (19 + tbH-- and subtract out the large logarithms accordingly from the calculation 13f t,he 2 + 3 
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Figure 23: The leading-order pwductirm cross-srrtilms for &arged Higgs p~~rlur~t~ur~ ar. (a) I he Tevatluu I,,@ --t tbH - 
S) and (b) the LHC (pp + tbH_ + _Y) are shown as a funct,ion of VLH+ for three values of tanfi = 2. 10 and 5(1. Th(, 
cross-sections are obtained by adding the contribution of the 2 --t 2 processes, gb + tH 1 to those of t,hc 2 + 3 processors. 
g:g + tbH- and qQ --t tbH- (suitably subtracted to avoid double counting). Renurmalizatiorl and factorization scalrs 
have been bot,h set to mt + nl~*. These results are taken from ref. [201]. 

~)ro~ss [-M.200]. This pruc,edurt avoids tloublc-c~oulltilIg of the largr logarithms at, 0( (I,~ ). and r~rc*c’t 1~ 
rcsums thcl leading logs t,o all orders. In particular. the cont,ribut,ion t,o thr total cross-scartion coming 
from the kinematical region of the gluon-initiated 2 + 3 process in which one of the two gluorls splii~ 

into a pair of b-quarks (one of which is collinear with the initial proton or autiproton). is incorporatf‘d 
into t,he b-quark parton density. A4 cruder calculation would omit the contribution of thr 2 + 2 process 
and simply include the results of the unsubtracted 2 --t 3 process. The lat,tPr prorrtlurr would miss 
the resummed leading logs that are incorporated into the b-quark density. Howevrr. the numerici~l 
cdiffrrencc between the t,wo procedures is significant. only for mu, > rut_ 

The single inclusive charged Higgs cross-sections at t,he Tcvatrorl and LHC’ arc’ c~shibitc~tl in fig. L’:i 
as a function of the charged Higgs mass, for tan,6 = 2, 10 and 50. Not,<, that, t.11~ cross-scdr,tions shon~~ 
include the region of charged Higgs mass below rn+ = 771~ - mb c.orresponding to the case discussrcl 
above where the charged Higgs cross-section is dominated by tf production followed by f + bH_. These, 
results are based on the calculations of ref. [201] and include the c,ontributions of the 2 --t 2 process 
and suitably subtracted 2 --t 3 process as described above. Similar results have also brcn obtained in 
ref. [202]. The impact of the leading electroweak and MSSWI radiative corrections has been studied in 
ref. [203]. In addition, the NLO QCD corrections to the 2 + 2 process gb + H+t have rrwntly IWII 
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Figure 24: Total cross-section (in fb) for inclusive production of(i) H+H- +X [207] (solid line) and (ii) H*tWFi-.Ti [205] 
(dashed lines) as a function of m+ for tanp = 6 and 30. Curves for (a) pp -i H+H- + X at the Tevatron and (b) 
pp --t HfH- + X at the LHC are exhibited. Note that, the dependence of process (i) on tan/? is negligible at the 
Tevatron. while there is some tan/? dependence at the LHC due to the enhancement of bb -+ H+H- at large tan 8. The 
contribut,ion of bb annihilation to process (ii) dominates over the 99 fusion scattering mechanism. Mt = 174.3 GeV and a 
fixed b-quark pole mass of Mb = 4.7 GeV are used to fix the Higgs-fermion Yukawa coupling. Thr leading-order CTEQSL 
parton distribution functions are used. 

t,valuated [204]. These corrections typically increase the tree-level cross-section by a factor of 1.3 to 1.6, 
depending on the value of the charged Higgs mass and tan p, with some additional dependence on the 
choice of renormalization and factorization scales. 

Associated production of a charged Higgs boson and a W* can occur via b8 annihilation and gg- 
fusion 12051. The contribution of bb annihilation to cr(pp + H*lV + .Ti) [a(pp + H*WF + X)] at the 
Tevatron [LHC] (both charge combinations are included) are shown as function of the charged Higgs 
mass for tan p = 6 and 30 in fig. 24. The loop-induced gg fusion contribution is significantly suppressed 
relative to the tree-level b6 annihilation if tan/? 2 6, independently of the value of mH+ [206]. 

Charged Higgs bosons can also be produced in pairs via Drell-Yan QQ annihilation. The dominant 
contribution, which arises from UU. and dd annihilation into a virtual photon or 2, is independent of 
tan 8. Some tan p dependence enters through bb annihilation via t-channel top-quark exchange, although 
this effect is more than one order of magnitude suppressed relative to the dominant contribution at the 
Tevatron. The bb annihilation is more significant at the LHC (at large tanp where the H-6 coupling 
is enhanced). The tree-level results for o(pp --t H+H- + X) at the Tevatron and cr(pp + H’H- + X) 
at t,he LHC are shown in fig. 24. These results are obtained [207] with the Higgs-fermion Yukawa 
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(,oupling based on a fixed h-quark pole mass of :\I,, = I.7 G:P~~~, Tht’ c~ont~ribution of t hv lo~~l~-t~~tl~tc~~,~l 
J/‘/ + H+H- is typically less important than t,har of qcj annihilation [208.209]. ant1 iz not inc~lutll*tl 
in fig. 24. Howrcvrr, thcl ,q.(/ fusion contribution can become significa.nt at Iargf’ tim ,i. nit.h filrtllc~i~ 
c~nhancements in some regions of MSSM parameter space in which 111~ syuirrks (which appear it1 I 1113 
loopj are light and strongly mixed [209], lYevertheless. the ittclusivcl H FI c~tus+sectitlu iicss brl~w i II<, 
cross-section for single charged Higgs assoriated production (r.f. figs. ?:I am1 2 1) 

Finally: one cart comput,e t,he c,ross-sections for double ncwt,ral Higgs produc,tiou at hatiron ~~lltdc~~~~. 
These include the inclusiw production of lth. hH, II H. h.4. H.-l mcl .A. 1. C’rohs-wctionb (‘:II~ 111’ io1111c1 
~II wfs. [54 ,561 and [210.211] (qc:rI cwrwctiotis to tltw (,toss-wc.tiotl> ;ii’f’ i~\-;itu;ttc~ll in tt4 1.X; j III 
gcnt~al, the rates for fhew pruccsses RTP cr)ttsidcr;\blv sruall~~r t,tl;ttl for t tlcx ~~c~rrt~sl~(~tt(lil,l: .singlr H&k 
production rates. Howcvor. in wrt,ain rcgiuns of sul)(~~rs~rttrnc~tt~i(~ l)atatilt’tt‘r YIGU’V. ~l~~;\rk IO~JIP ,‘;lt, 
c~rthance the cross-section for pair prodwtion of two CP-even Higgs 1~oson:, 1,~. <IS tttu(.h <lb Ino I dt,t h 
of’ magnit,ude [210]. In some cases. obscrvat,ion of tloublc Higgs prorlltc~t ion provides som(’ informat ion 
ou three-Higgs couplings. For example, for low to rnotlera((~ values of tat1 i glu011 fusion to ,i \-it,tititl 
Higgs boson. which split,s into hh, is dotninant over b/l + h/l. Thnh. I 11~. o\~~1;111 liit(’ 1111 ,,I, - !/!! i 
would provide a measure of the /t/t/? vertex. 

;\tldit,ional sourws for Higgs lwson production can ariw front the, d~Y;t~ ol’ ~~tl~~~rs~~~tmtc~~ t,ic parTil.lw 
it11 o final states containing one or more Higgs boson in t,he tlway chain i’l?]. I‘llC~S~~ ,“““““W” llc’[“~l:~l 
itI d(,t,ail on the details of’ tlt(, supt:rsymmet~ric part,icltl sptct,ruttt ant1 ihtir wltl)littgh. I;oI. cz;ml~)l~~. 
the production of h in supersymmetric part~iclr decay followed try thr, tlcca>- /I - + h/J (‘ill1 yic\lcl il ~ifillill 
at~orr background at LHC’ [213]. 1’. t ocwses of this tvpr pro\itlft acicliti~wal c~h;ttmc~ls for 11, Issibicz Nig:s 
fli\c,over\- and precision stild!_. antl dehcrvi~ fitrt,hw iUli1l\siS. 

3.5.2 Benchmarks for Higgs searches 

In the search for tht I!ISSSI Higgs bosons. OIIP must first search f11r the light.cst Higg:, sc:alar which 
is c~xpect,ed (in almost all cases) to hr the neut8ral CRtven scalar. II. In i he drwupling region of i.hcd 
.\ISSM Higgs parameter space (where ~11 > ma)% the search techniques already outlined for ilshl art’ 
relrvant for h, since the properties of h approximately coincide with those of thcl SM Higgs bosott. 7%~ ir 
discovery reach can be mapped out as a region of rnA -tan ;3 parameter space. since t,hese t,wo paratnci.rrx 
(alor~g wit,h the MSSM parameters that determine the size of the radiative c,orrwtions) fix the value &)I’ 
/IL),. Next, it, is critical to identify deviations of the properties of h from those of hsh,. Positive witlw-cs 
for such a deviation would signal the existence of atldit,ional scalar states of the, non-minimal Higxa 
swtor. The difficulty of this step depends on how close the tnodel is to t,hr* decoupling limit. Aitrr t 111~ 
cliscovcry of h. the Higgs boson warch will focus on the non-minimal Higgs statrs of the> model. 

For values of ni..l h mz, all the Higgs bosons of t,hc MSSM are of A similar order of tnagnitutl~~. ;IIIII 
t h(, properties of h will no longer resemhlc those of 1tsll. In principl(‘. orw i’ari then tlisclnw tritllt.iplt~ 
scalar states in one expr~rimettt. Sinw t,he t.wo CP-r~rbu scalars shaw 1 h(l wuplittg 1,~ \(‘c.t,ur 11oson pair\ 
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tee,. (x?)], one may identify the CP-even scalar whose squared-coupling to VV is larger than 0.5$_,rJr,~. 
The Tevatron and LHC production cross-sections of this scalar (compared to that of hs~) are reduced 
bp no more than 50% (by assumption), while the Higgs branching ratio into bb is similar to that of 
hshl over most of the MSSM parameter space. Thus, the Tevatron and LHC SM Higgs search results 
also apply here modulo minor modifications (which account for the somewhat suppressed production 
cross-section and the effects of supersymmetric corrections to the third generation Yukawa couplings). 

The general MSSM parameter space involves many a priori unknown parameters. In practice, only 
a small subset of these parameters govern the properties of the Higgs sector. Nevertheless, a full scan 
of this reduced subset is still a formidable task. However, a detailed study of a few appropriately 
chosen points of the parameter space can help determine the ultimate MSSM Higgs discovery reach of 
the Tevatron and LHC. It is convenient to choose a set of benchmark MSSM parameters that govern 
the Higgs radiative corrections (156,214]. These include the supersymmetric Higgs mass parameter bL; 
thrs third generation squark mixing parameters, At and ilb, the gluino mass MO, the diagonal soft- 
supersymmetry-breaking third generation squark squared-masses (which we take for simplicity t,o be 
degenerate and equal to A&usv), and the top quark mass (which is held fixed at mt = 174.3 GeV). 
The maxzmal mixing benchmark scenario, is defined as the one in which the squark mixing parameters 
are such that they maximize the value of the lightjest CP-even Higgs boson mass for fixed values of 
/II ,, , tan p and Msusv. Here, we choose St I A, - l,ccot, /? E &, At, = .4t; .n/rz = -/L = 200 GeV and 
111: = AJs”su = 1 TeV [corresponding to rnr= = 129 GeV]. 

The maximal mixing scenario poses a challenge for Higgs searches, since the predicted Higgs mass 
takes on its maximal value for a given set of MSSM parameters. However, different regions of the MSSM 
Higgs parameter space pose new challenges. For example, regions of parameter space exist in which 
the CP-even neutral Higgs boson with SM-like couplings to the I$‘, 2 and t has suppressed couplings 
to bb. The benchmark scenario denoted by “suppressed 1’4 + L’bb production” is an example of this 
behavior. In this case, we take p = -ilt = 1.5 Te\‘. .4b = 0, A& = 200 GeV and n/r, = AJs,s, ??= 1 Te\ 
[corresponding to mrax = 120 GeV]. The regions of strongly suppressed BR(d + bh) correspond t,o a 
<uppressed Hbb coupling at lower rnA and a suppressed hbb coupling at larger ‘m,,a. In pa.rtic,ular. thr 
suppression for large tan,9 extends to relatively large values of m,l +- 300 GeV, indicating a delay in 
thc onset of the decoupling limit. Moreover, in the suppressed I’$ t Vbb benchmark scenario, all the 
Higgs couplings to bb are generally suppressed. since 0 < A* < 1 and sin2cu N 0. From the analytic 
t’ormulae; it can be deduced that /L& < 0 and large values of jAt(, IpL/ and tan A? are needed. 

The coverage in the m,l-tan il plane by different, Higgs production and decay channf)ls can vary 
sipnificantly. depending on the choice of MSSM parameters. In the last example in which the CP-even 
Higgs boson with the larger coupling to the W and 2 has a strongly suppressed coupling t,o bottom 
quarks, the Higgs searches at the Tevatron will become more problematical. while the LHC search for 
Higgs production followed by its decay into photons becomes more favorable [160]. At the same time 
the LHC Higgs discovery reach via vector bosons fusion to Higgs production followed by its decay into 
it7- pairs can be significant [215]. 
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3.5.3 MSSM Higgs Boson searches at the Tevatron 

if-r first consider the Tevatron XXW Higgs search. Specifically. we make use of the Tevatron /!sl1 searcch 
techniques, where hs~ is replaced by either h or H. If tan ti > 1, a IICW search mode becomes viablr. 
dur to the possibility of enhanced couplings uf the neutral Higgs boson st.ates to bb [216.1X]. Thus. WV 
also consider the possibilit,y of the bbc$ --t bbbb signature. where $ = /i. Ii, and,/or .A. If tar11i is largr, 
two uf the neutral Higgs boson sta,tes, 4 = .4 and h [H] are’ produced with vnhanc4 rat,eb if rrJ.1 <, ‘t/x 
[/IL,, >> mz]. as noted below eq. (35). We may combine t.he results for the various charmels t,o prov~dt’ 
summary plots of the MSSM Higgs discovery reach of the upgraded Tevatron c~ollitlcr. We consider h<‘l-c 
thv results based on a generic MSSM analysis [62]; see ref. [217] for il similar analysis in the context of' it 
variety of models of supersymmetry breaking. In the latter case. the rcsu1t.s ol)raiued will be qoIn?what 
more constraining than the generic analysis. since the supers~;mlrict,r~-~)rraki~lg parameters that contjrol 
the radiative corrections to Higgs masses and couplings are no longc’r arbit,rar!-. 

95% CL Exclusion. Maximal Mixmg Scenario 
5 lb.’ 10 fb i 

loo 150 ?fiA $5;“) 3on 350 100 100 150 200 250 300 350 100 

M, PW 
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95% CL Exclusion, Suppressed VQ+V bb 
I 51b-’ I 10 lb-’ 

50 Discovery, Suppressed V$+V bb 
15 fb-’ I ZOfb-’ I 30fb’ 

100 150 200 250 300 350 400 
MA WV) 

Figure 26: The same as fig. 25 but for the suppressed I’d + I’bb production benchmark scenario of St&on X.2 Taken 
f’rcim rrf. [62]. 

In figs. 25 and 26, we show the regions of 95% CL Higgs exclusion and 50 Higgs discover) on the 
rrl.i. tan $ plane. for two representative MSSM parameter choices, via the search of neutral Higgs bosons 
in the channels: up + 1.0 [d = h, H], 4 + bb (shaded regions) and gg, q~ + bb$ [$ = h, H. .A]. d + bb 
(region in the upper left-hand corner bounded by the solid lines), for different integrated luminosities 
as indicated by the color coding. The shaded regions presented in these figures reflect the results of 
t,hc SHW simulation of 44 + VgS improved by neutral network techniques [62]. The two sets of lines 
(for a given color) bounding the regions accessible by the bbq5 search correspond to the CDF and DQ 
simulations, respectively. The solid black line near the bottom of each plot indicates the lower limit, of 
tan;? (as a function of m,t) based on the absence of observed e+e- -+ 24 events at LEP [161]. Note 
the importance of the complementarity between the qq --t V$ and QQ + bb$ channels for improving the 
c,oTerage of t,he MSSM parameter space in the low mu region in fig. 26(a). The results of figs. 25(a) 
and 26(a) demonstrate that 5 ft-’ of integrated luminosity per experiment, will be sufficient t,o cover 
nearly all of the MSSM Higgs parameter space at 95% CL in the benchmark scenarios specified above. 

To assure discovery of a CP-even Higgs boson at the 50 level: the luminosity requirement, beromps 
\-(‘rv important. Figs. 25(b) and 26(b) show that a total integrat,ed luminosity of ahout, 20 fh-’ ~PI 
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(Jsperiment is necessary in order to assure a significant, although nut exhaustive, coverage of thts XlSb!\i 
parameter space. In general, we observe that the complementarity between t,hr two channels, yq -+ 1 (_I) 
and ye + b&h, is less effective in assuring discovery of a Higgs boson as compared with a 95% CL IIigs.\ 
exclusion. This is due to the much higher requirement of total integrated luminosity combined with 
t,hc existence of MSSM parameter regimes which cyan independently suppress both Higgs product,icJli 
c,hannels. Fig. 26 exhibits one of the most difficult regions of MSSM parameter space for Higgs sear&~ 
at the Tevatron collider. Nevertheless, even in this (‘asp, a very high luminosity experiment can COTW 
a significant fraction of the available MSSM parameter space. 

If explicit CP violat,ion occurs t,hrough nonzero phases of the supersyrnrnet,ry breaking pm~t’- 
tcm, then the three neutral Higgs bosons are a c~ornbination of CP-evtn mti C’P-odd states aud 1111’ 
phrnomenology can become much more cornplicatc~tl. In particular thca c~oupling~ of the neutral Higgz 
Ixrsons to the W and Z hosons are now shared I)y thr three Higgs bosons a,ntl it tna~ ~(~11 bc that I II{’ 
light,est Higgs has such a weak coupling to the vector bosons tha.t it, would have IWII misscAd at, LEP atlci 
will be elusive at, the Tevatron. Fig. 16 shows an intcrc,sting exarnplc where the &ects of CP violatiori 
arc such that for CP-violating phases of the paramct,clr -1, of about 90”. the lightest Higgs hOSO ~IIIIIJ! 
hts detected at the Tevatron even though its mass is below 100 Ge\‘. but. thr sc,c:ond lightest Higgs liit:- 
Shl-like couplings to the 1%. and Z and thlls can br clctc~c.tt~d if suffic%cxnr lllminositv is I)~~c~virlc~d. 

3.5.4 MSSM Higgs Searches at the LHC 

If’ 110 Higgs hoson is discovered at the Tevatron. the LHC will cov~~r thr, rc>maining u~~esplorc~l rf:glc,~rs c )I 
the ITL.~ tan ;? plane, as sllowvn in figs. 27 and 28. That is, in the maximal mixing scenario (and probaI)lJ- 
111 most regions of MSSM Higgs parameter space), at least one of t,he Higgs bosons is guarant~~rtl to 
be discovered at either the Tevatron and/or the LHC. 4 large fraction of the parameter.spacr ran i)tt 
covered by the search for a neutral CP-even Higgs boson by employing the> SM Higgs search ttchniqut,s, 
wherc~ the SM Higgs boson is replacrd by h or H with the appropriatcx rc+caling of the, couplings. 
Uoreorer. in some regions of the parameter space, both 11 and H cm Ix silrnllt,arleollslv otbservc~tl. itntl 
adtlit,ional Higgs search tcchniqurs cm br employed to discover -4, an(l/r)r H’ at. the LHC’ 

.L\ CP-even Higgs hoson: $, can hc observed in il number of different dcc:ay modes. If’ rn , _7 \~/jj,~l’ 
then Q = h is W-like (near the decoupling limit), whereas at, large tan ,I and rn,.i \r r/lpi”. o = /i 
is the SM-like Higgs boson. ” It is possible to observe 4 + yy when & is produced singly via !/,y ~IIKI 
I-*1’” fusion, or when produced in association with It’* and/or tt. A second decay mode, /r -+ hb. 
~II Ire observed in &t production. Finally, it may be possible to observe rj + 7 ‘-T- when (2 ih 
produced via \-*V* fusion, where the forward jets are used to help reduce backgrounds [21,>]. HPIU~~,. 
by using the complementarity of the various Higgs signatures described above, one ran discovrr (,J OWI 
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Figure 27: (a) 5, discovery contours for MSSM Higgs boson detection in various channels in the n&an/j plane, in 
the maximal mixing scenario, assuming an integrated luminosity of L = 30 ft-’ for the CMS detector [218]. (b) As in 
(a), but for an integrated luminosity of L = 300 W’ for the ATLAS detector [222]. 

nearly the entire MSSM parameter space, given sufficient integrated luminosity.29 In order to illustrate 
the complementarity of the yy and bb decay modes, we exhibit in fig. 29 the regions of MSSM Higgs 
paramet-er space that can be covered for the two benchmark scenarios of MSSM parameters described in 
Section 3.5.2. The behavior illustrated in this figure can be understood by noting that the dbb coupling 
can be significantly suppressed (or enhanced), depending on the impact of the radiative corrections 
discussed in Section 3.3. As a result, the branching ratio for 4 -+ yy is correspondingly la,rger (or 
smaller), with obvious implications for the C$ -+ bb and 4 --t yy searches. 

L%Te next focus on the potential for observing the heavier Higgs states (H’, A and H). A number 
of recent studies [74,75,218-2211 show that the following modes will be effective in searching for the 
heavier MSSM Higgs bosons. For the heavy neutral Higgs bosons, the most relevant decay signat,ures 

‘“One must still demonstrate that it is possible at the LHC to discover the lightest (X-even Higgs boson. even if its 
branching ratios into b6 and/or yy are significantly suppressed (either due to the effects of radiative corrections or due 
to the existence of a significant branching fraction into invisible modes). Such suppressions can occur in regions of the 
MSSM parameter space not yet considered by the LHC Higgs search simulations. 
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all’: .-l. I/ + r+7 [whrw thv 7 is detcct.ed either via its leptonic. 01 hatlwllic~ ~lw;ty~ al111 _ I. l/ + 1, r;j 
which yield promising signals if t,an i3 is large. The TV t _ channel provides thrt Inrgcst clisc,c)verJ. r~wc,h T 
in thrl heavy Wigs mass. Other possible neutral Higgs decays: .-l. N + fi: H + %Z’ -t 4i: H - i/i/ 
and .4 + Zh are significant in regions of the parameter space that are (nearI\-) rule<1 out lx lhrs I,EP 
Higgs search. For the charged Higgs boson, we must, again consider whether H* ran lx prcduwti 
in (on-shell) top-quark decays. If this decay is forbidden, the positively charged Higgs boson n-ill I-w 
produced primarily by gb + H+f (see Section 3.5.1). In either CRSP. t ho obsrrvat,ion of the charged 
Higgs boson is possible if tan !,’ >> 1 or tan/j 6 O( 1) [221j. For large tan :i. th, dwa!-s H * - . 7 ; 

ilnd fb (if kinemat,ically allowed) provide the most favorable signaturw. III pui inkrr. t,hc, 7,’ II<Y.J\ 
rnrxlr. followed by the hadronic decay of the r provides the largest tliscowry Irac.1~ for large /illi 1‘111~ 
ultimat,e charged Higgs mass reach can depend significantly on t,hrx vhoiw of .\,ISShl pilran~(‘tt~r< I tl,!i 
cwntrol the radiative corrections to t,he Higgs-bottom quark Yukaw cvupling jl%j jsw. c .q. (~1. (70) 

Putting all of the abow results togrther, it may be possible at the LHC’ to eithtxr exlu,ti~ t Iw 
cwtirr ~1.1 tan :j plane (thereby eliminating the MSSll Higgs sector AS il viahlcl rnodrl’~ or ;~c.llic,~c, i+ 
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Maximal Mixing, M,,=800 GeV, M,=l TeV -A,+=1.5 TeV, M,,=I.OTeV, M,=l TeV 

(unexcludcd) 

Figure 29: Complementarity between the LHC searches for the decay modes 4 + b& and 9 --t yy, where $ = h or H 
corresponds t,o the CP-even Higgs boson with the larger coupling t,o VL’. Two different choices of MSSnI parameters 
are exhibited: (a) the maximal mixing scenario and (b) the suppressed Vb + Vbb production scenario. In both cases, 
the region corresponding to 5a discovery of 4 + yy with 30 ft-’ of data is shaded with parallel horizontal lines. With 
100 ft-’ of data, these regions expand to include areas shaded with diagonal parallel lines with positive slopr. The region 
corresponding to 5n discovery of t@ + tfbbb with 30 f&l of dat,a is shaded with diagonal parallel lines with negative 
slope. With 100 fl-’ of data, these regions expand to include the ent,ire rn~ tanp plane ezclzldiny the blue rross-hat,ched 
region. The “unexcluded” region (where no discovery of t@ + tfbg is possible) occupies a small region at low tan d and 
rrt._~ in both (a) and (b). In addition, in case (b), the excluded region also includes the two narrow wedge regions at large 
tarlJ and low rn~. Taken from ref. [223]. 

Ja discovery of at least one of the MSSM Higgs bosons, independently of the value of tan ii and m.4. 

For example, Fig. 27 shows what can be achieved by the CMS detector with 30 fV’ [2I8] and by the 
.Yl?LXS detector with 300 f’b-’ [222], assuming the maximal mixing scenario. Not,e t,hat over a significant 
t’raction of the MSSM Higgs parameter space, at least two Higgs bosom can be ohserved AS shown in 
fig:. 28. Nevrrt,heless, there is still a sizable wedge-shaped region at moderate values of t,an ri opening 
up from about ~2.4 = 200 Ge\’ to higher values in which the heavier Higgs bosons cannot b(, discovered 
at the LHC. In this parameter regime, only the lightest CP-even Higgs boson can be discovered, and 
it.s properties are nearly indistinguishable from those of the SM Higgs boson. Precision measurements 
of Higgs branching ratios and other properties will be required in order to detect deviakbns from SM 
Higgs predictions and demonstrate the existence of a non-minimal Higgs sector. 
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Finally, we noted at the end of Section 3..j.3 that, CP-violating effects iu thcl Higgs AY~I~I sj al: 
rnotlify the usual CP-conserving Higgs phenomenology. As a result, tkw LH(’ discowry wac~h uf various 
Higgs channels discussed abow may be altered in a significant way. It is therefore cssent,ial tci r!l;dw 
wmplementary measurements in as many Higgs channels as possible in order ttr (‘over thr most g:(~n~‘~al 
‘\ISS;\I parameter space [223]. 

3.6 MSSM Higgs Boson Searches at the LC 

.l‘hrl main production mc+~hanisms for the A!ISSM Higgs hosor~s au iZL’-Lj 

-1s in the SM Higgs search. procrsb (r) followed by % + 1+1- ;Illo~~s the Higgs Boston rcwiling agamst 
the Z t,o bc reconstructed. independently of the Higgs decay channt4. Thus. ll [or H if sin(,i -- CI) -3. i 1 
c’an be discovered at, the LC ewn if it has a large br;mching fracticju inttr invisible mod(~s:” 

Processes (i) and (rn) are complementary to each other as a consrqucnce of unitarity XIIII rulcas fog 
tree-level Higgs couplings [131,132]. In particular. (‘(I. (23) impliw t,hat both g&a and ~&z (c;) -: I/ 
or H) cannot simultaneously vanish. If ~rr~_~ 5 mrax3 l.hr)n all the 4lSSkl Higgs hosor~ states hav(s 
lnass below 150 GeV. and can be cleanly reconstructrtl at t,hc LC (wit.h fi 2 350 Gr\‘) via thrj iijrtr 
production mechanisms listed above [92]. On tht &her hand. whew 1~1.1 2 '00 C&V. 011e finds that 
in ‘, _ rlLH _ ‘nH+ and Smzz - gh.U h 0. and t,he couplings of h are nearly ident.ical to those of 
hsx, as a consequence of t,he decoupling limit. Sinw IQ _ < 13.5 Ge\‘. f,he LC with a wnt.er-of-mass 
c’nergy of 300 GeV is more than sufficient t,o obserw t ht. II /via procx~ssrs (h) and [ii)] and thus ~YIV~‘I 
t hc cntirrx h,ISSkl pararric>ttxr SpilCt' with cwtainty. !kJ~~rw~~~~ t,llk, c rlw-hwtions for El%. fli,il arlti 11 4 
arc strongly suppressrd [sinw ! cw~? C-i)i << 11. I‘1 1,’ 1~ross-w(~1 ,Ol,L: i;,l II.4 amI 11 Fl ~“od1lr~l iii11 
iiw unsuppressed if kinematicall~- allowed. ” That is, thr Iit~l~y IIigg\ bohonh. 11. .-I uitl tit van orili 
1x3 ~,bsrrvetl in pair production processes whcrc both IIiggs stat,tls ;w’ heavy (and the rniuimutlr +‘; 
required is somewhat abo\~ ‘Jrr?,.q). These fcaturcs arc evident iu fig. :I(,. cvhich tlepicts cross-scctious 
for Higgs-strahlung [process pi)] and associated Higgs pair production [processes jrii) and ir~i] ah il 
function of the corresponding Higgs mass for two different. choices of \A imd kill 3. ‘I% cToss-sec:ti~1lr 

,‘“The processes e+e- i t+F II. cm-cm H (via %Z fusion) alsu i&xv fin Higp rl~~w~~tiur~. i~ldepwdtwi i> <if Ith dmx~ 
~~hannel. lq reconstruction of thr Higgs huson Iccoiling against the final s~arc, I -I pail. However. thr Z% ~USWII r<ltr,i 
art’ an order of magnitude smallrr than thr wrrrspor~ding PI7 i-lI.m fusimi mk5 [~a~rvss (81)] 

‘“Due to the pwave supp :.. I( 4ou ar. thwshold. thf H.4 ami II ‘H ~mss-v~~tior~s fall off rapirlly as thcs t WI rsp~mlm~~ 
IIiggh masssw approach J;/2. 
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Figure 30: MSSM Higgs boson production rates at the LC for two choices of tan/3 = 3 (solid) and 30 (dot.ted) for 
ia) fi = 350 GeV as a function of the mass of the produced CP-even neutral Higgs boson (eit,her /I or H); and for 
I b) fi = 800 GeV as a function of mH+ and m,~, rcsprct~ively. Taken from ref. [2253. 

for Higgs production via W+TIc’- fusion [process (ii)] is not shown. The VV$ production cross-section 

is suppressed relative to the corresponding SM cross-section (shown in fig. 9) by a factor of sin*(rj - w) 
[cos2(,1 - 0)] for 4 = h [f$ = H]. 

In addition to H+H- production, there are a number of mechanisms in which the charged Higgs 
boson is singly produced. Charged Higgs bosons can be produced in top decays via t + b + H+ if 
/no+ < lnt - mb, as discussed previously in Section 3.5.1. The process e+e- + W*H’: which arises 
at one-loop [226,227], allows for the possibility of producing a charged Higgs boson with nlc* > G/2, 
when H+H- production is kinematically forbidden. With favorable MSSM parameters and moderate 
values of tan/?, more than ten W*HT events can be produced at, the LC for mNI 2 350 GeV with 
fi = 500 GeV and 500 fl-’ of data, or for mHi 2 600 GeV with fi = 1 TeV and 1 ab-’ [227]. Other 
single charged Higgs production mechanisnis include t&H-/ 81bH+ production [loll, riuN-/ ~-fiH+ 
production [228], and a variety of processes in which Hi is produced in association with a one or two 
other gauge and/or Higgs bosons [229]. 

The heavier Higgs states could lie beyond the discovery reach of the LC (& 5 1 TeV) and the LHC 
!(:f. fig. 281. In this case, the precision mrasuremcnts of the h decay branching ratios anld couplings 
achirvable at the LC are critical for distinguishing between h sh,l and h of a non-minimal Higgs sector 
with properties close to that of the SM Higgs boson. To illustrate the challenge of probing the decoupling 
limit. suppose that mA > ,,&/2 so that only the light Higgs boson, h, can be observed direci.ly at the 
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LC. In this case, the fractional deviation of t,he couplings of h relative t,o t,huse of the Ski Higgb bosc~n 
scales as mi/m%. Thus. if precision measuremerks reveal a non-zero dkation, one could in princ,ipic- 
derive a constraint (p.g.. upper and lower bounds) on the heave Higgs masses of t,he model. In t tics 
MSSM. the constraint is sensitive to t,he MSSM parameters that control t,hc radiative, c~orrc(~tiun~ IO 
the Higgs couplings. This is illustrated in fig. 31. where t,he constraints on m,.i arp derived for t wvo 
different sets of MSSM parameter choices [112]. Here: a simulation of a global fit of mrasured.h.hb. ti-i; 
and hgg couplings is made (based on the results of Table 1) and 1’ contours are plotted indicating t,hct 
constraints in the rnA-t,an ,5 plane, assuming a deviation from SM Higgs boson couplings is seen.“? In the 
maximal mixing scenario shown in fig. 31(a): the constraints on n&,-l art’ significant and rat,her insensitive 
to the value of tan ,j. Similar results, in which deviations of BR(h --+ bb)/BR(h -+ ,T+T-! from th:, 

“‘These results are similar to those of ref. [lOij, in which 1,~)~ = 121) (;I:\‘ au11 an mwgrawd L(‘ lrmk~~,s~tp of 1UUil :I, ’ 
n-WC assumed. The upper bound on r~..~ as a function of t.arl:j was dcw~minc~l in which 123% 90% and 9.27 (11 tilt, 
.\I%341 parameter space, respectively, yield h branching ratio predictions that, diffu fl-onr those of the Shl at thr. 95% CL. 
Howwr, the MSSM parameter regimes in which t,hc sensitivity to r1x.4 UP w&rst ww not, identified in ref. [l(lT!, 
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Shli prediction yield limits on the allowed values of mA as a function of tanp, have been obtained in 
ref. [230]. However in some cases as shown in fig. 31 (b), a region of tan 13 may yield almost no constraint 
on v.,,. This is due to the phenomenon of rnZi-independent decoupling noted below eq. (54), in which 
COS( :3 - 0) [which controls the departure from the decoupling limit] vanishes at a particular value of 
tang independently of the value of mA. Thus, one cannot extract a fully model-independent. upper 
bound on the value of mA (beyond what can be deduced if no direct A production is observed at the 
LC). Of course, after supersymmetric particles are discovered, information about the MSSM spectrum 
can be used to obtain a more stringent bound on ‘rn.4, using the techniques described above. 

The r+e.- linear collider running in the :~AJ collider mode presents additional opportunities for the 
study of the MSSM Higgs sect,or. R.esonance product*ion yy + H and A can be used to ext,end the 
reach in Higgs masses beyond the limit set by HA pair production in the e+e- mode [231,123,124]. 
Typically, one can probe the heavy Higgs masses out to 771.4 N 0.8& (where J3 is the center of mass 
energy of the LC). This expands the MSSM Higgs discovery reach further into regions of the 771 Am tan ,/J 
parameter space for which the LHC is not sensitive in general (the so-called “blind wedge” of large 7n.4 
and moderate values of tanp seen in fig. 28). 

As noted above, at least one Higgs boson must be observable at, the LC in the MSSM. In non-minimal 
supcrsymmet,ric models, additional Higgs bosons appear in the spectrum, and the ‘no-lose” theorem 
of’ the MSSM must be reconsidered. For example, in the non-minimal supersymmetric extension of 
the Standard Model (the so-called NMSSM where a Higgs singlet is added to the model [232]): the 
lightest, Higgs boson decouples from the 2 boson if its wave function is dominated by the Higgs singlet 
I~ompunent. However, in this case the second lightest neutral W-even Higgs boson usually plays the 
role of h of the MSSM. That is, the mass of the second lightest Higgs boson is typically below 150 GeV 
lvith significant couplings to 22, so that it can be produced by the Higgs-strahlung process with an 
observable cross-section [233,158]. If the second lightest, Higgs boson also decouples frorn the Z. t,hcn the 
third lightest Higgs boson will play the role of h of the MSSM for which the observation is ensured, and 
$1) on. Even in bizarre scenarios where all the neutral Higgs boson share equally in the coupling to 22 
(with the sum of all squared couplings constrained t,o equal the square of the hs~2.Z’ coupling [131,132]): 
111~ ‘no-lose” theorem still applies--Higgs production at the LC must be observable [234]. In contrast, 
drspit~e significant progress, there is no complete guarantee that, at least one Higgs boson of the NMSSM 
must be discovered at the LHC for all choices of the model parameters [235]. 

One of the key parameters of the MSSM Higgs sector is the value of the ratio of Higgs vacuum 
esl)ectation values, tan b!. In addition to providing information about the structure of the non-minimal 
1Iiggs sector, the measurement of this parameter also provides an important check of supersymmetric 
structure, since this parameter also enters the chargino. neutralino and third generation squark mass 
Inatrices and couplings. Thus, tan d can be measured independently using supersymmetric processes 
ant1 compared to the value obtained from studying the Higgs sect-or. Near the decoupling limit. the 
properties of h, are almost indistinguishable from t,hose of h sl,r. md t#hus no information can be extracted 
on the value of tan 8. However, the properties of the heavier Higgs hosons are tan /~-dependent. Far 
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from the decoupling limit., all Higgs bosons of the ,\‘lSSM will 1~ observable at thr I.(_’ and t~sliibl1 
strong tan /$-dependence in their couplings. Thus, t,o extract, a valtr~~ of t,an :i from Higgs procrssrs, OIII’ 
must, observe the effects of the heavier Higgs bosons of the MSSM at the L(‘. 

The ultimate accuracy of the tan ;‘J measurement, at the LC dcpcnds on the> value of t XI ,i. III 
Ref. [X36], it is argued that one must use a number of processcs~ including bbbb final states arising frorr~ 
b&H, b&.4! and HA production, and tibb final states arising from t&H+. biH- itlld H+N productioll. 
Our subtlety that arises here is that in certain processes, the determination of tarl/j may be wIlsit.i\-c 
to loop corrections that, depend on the values of other supcrsymmet,ric, parameters. OIW rmst settIc> WI 

il consistent definition of tan :3 when loop corrections are intrludcd j23’ij. .-\ c,orrlprc,llc,rlsi~~(, an;~ly~i.~ of 
the extraction of tan iI from collider data. which incorporates loop c#+cts. has noi. yt hem gi\.cu 

The st,udy of the properties of the heavier MSS1I Higgs bosons ( IIIRSS. width, l)ranching eat ~trs. 

quantum numbers, etc.) provides a nurnber of addit,ional challengc>s. For (~x>~rnplc, iI\ the R~WIIIY. of’ 
W-violation, the heavy CP-even and CP-odd Higgs bosons. H arl~l .-I. >lt’P cqwc’tctl to lr nea1~1y III:IX+ 
degenerate. Their CP quantum numbers and t.heir separation can bcl invcbtigatcd irf, 11~8 sxnc tirnt, III 
t trc, pri collider mode of t,he LC. If the polarization st.atcls of the two iuc.oming linr,arl--l)ol;rrizrd phot ~)IIX 
arc’ parallel [perpendicular] then only the Cl’-even Higgs boson N jCP-odd fIiggs ~IOMJI~ .A’ will 111, 
produced [238]. Thus. the detr:rmination of the Higgs boson C’I’ quantluu nllnlt)crs an(l t hc W~AI;L~ ICJIL 
cri’ the two different states (‘an be achievrtl. III t,he (‘asc of a U-violating Higgs sclc,tc)r. the’ uhscxrvilli,lrl 
and measurement of Higgs bosm properties bcc.omr much more ch;tlltq$ng. The *, : c~ollid~~I~ (‘an pi ci\.itlo 
ucw opportunities to test t,he nat,ure of t,he couplings of the Higgs nc~ut,ral c~igeustates [ Lvitfl indcafinitl’ 
CP quantum numbers) to gauge bosons and fcrmions [12-l.230]. 

Finally, once the heavy Higgs spec:t,rurn is rcvealctl. one would like to rc~~,crnstrllr~i thlx I WO-II~~+ 
doublet scalar potent,ial [210]. This is not lilt+ to b(s acc~omplishrd at a first gc~nr~at ion IX. illthough WN 
(‘HII make a start if the heavy Higgs masses are not, i oo large. To p~ohti aspects of thcx Higgs potential on15 
must observe multiple Higgs production in order t,o &ract 1 hcl Higgh self-c,cJuplings [11&l 14.2.40,2111 
Lltimat,ely. such a prcJgI%m would require an LC with very high energy and lllminosity such as (‘l.J(’ 

4 Conclusions 

‘The physical origin of electroweak symmetry breaking is not yet known. In all tht~oretjical approac~t~~ 
and models, the dynamics of electroweak symmetry breaking must be revealed at, the Tei,V-scalo UL 
bc~low. This energy scale will be thoroughly explored by hadron colliders. st,arting with the ‘l‘rvatron 
and followed later in this decade by the LHC. Even though the various thcoretjical altern;tt,ive\ ~a11 
only be confirmed or ruled out, by future collider experiment,s, a straightforward intrrprctatiorl of rhcn 
c>lrctroweak precision data suggests that, elect,roweak symmetry hrcaking dynamics is u~~akl~-c~ouI~lctl. 
and a Higgs boson with mass between 100 and 200 Gc\- must exist,. With the suI)ers~rrlrIlctric, cast c~nsion 
of the Standard Model: this interpretation opens the route to grand unification of all the fundameut.wl 
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forces, with the eventual incorporation of gravity in particle physics. 

135 

III this review we have summarized the theoretical properties of the Standard Model Higgs boson 
and the Higgs bosons of the MSSM, and surveyed the search strategies for discovering the Higgs boson 
at hadron and lepton colliders. We have assessed the Higgs boson discovery reach of present and future 
colliders, and described methods for measuring the various Higgs boson properties (mass widt,h. CP 
quantum numbers, branching ratios and coupling strengths). 

The observation of a Higgs boson in the theoretically preferred mass range below 200 GeV may be 
possible at the Tevatron, whereas experiments at the LHC can discover the SM Higgs boson over the 
full Higgs mass range up to 1 TeV. The Tevatron can also extend the LEP search for Higgs bosons of 
the MSSM by either discovering the lightest CP-even MSSM Higgs boson, h (or in some special cases 
discovering additional Higgs scalars of the model), or by further constraining the MSSM Higgs pararneter 
space. The LHC is sensitive to nearly the entire MSSM Higgs parameter space, in which either h alone 
c.an be discovered or multiple Higgs states can be observed. _A program of Higgs measurement,s will be 
initiated at, the LHC to measure Higgs partial widt,hs with an accuracy in the range of 10 -30%. 

The discovery of the Higgs boson at the Tevatron and/or the LHC is a crucial first st,ep. The 
measurement of Higgs properties at the LHC will begin to test the dynamics of electroweak symmetry 
breaking. However, a high-luminosity e + _ e linear collider, now under development, is needed for a 
systematic program of precision Higgs measurements. For example, depending on the value of the 
Higgs mass, branching ratios and Higgs couplings can be determined in some cases at the level of a few 
percent. In this way, one can extract the properties of the Higgs sector in a comprehensive way, and 
(3stablish (or refute) the existence of scalar sect,or dynamics as the mechanism responsible for generating 
the masses of the fundamental particles. 
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